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PREFACE 
This thesis is original except in so far as is indicated 
either generally in the introduction to each chapter or 
specifically in the references throughout. In particular 
chapter two is independent of the work of B. Mazur on the same 
topic, though it is of course associated with it by the sharing 
of a common source of inspiration. 
The main ideas on which the work is based stem from those 
of S. Smale. The principle, used in chapter I, of finding 
a cobordism with a simple handle structure is essentially 
that used by Smale in his paper 'On the structure of 5-manifolds', 
(reference (16] for chapter I) and was pointed out to me 
explicitly by C. T. C. Wall who also suggested certain 
techniques and drew my attention to related results([20] and 
[22 ]) of his own which I have used. 
Chapter II is an extension of Smale's paper 'On the structure 
of manifolds' (reference [11] to chapter II) and I have used 
his approach, proving handle cancellation lemmas to obtain a 
theorem on minimal handle decompositions, from which several 
more specific results follow. The extension is achieved by 
proving stronger cancellation lemmas than did Smale, and the 
ideas for these follow naturally from the methods of Smale 
( [11 ]) and of H. Whitney ( [15]) and from the descriptions of 
'simple homotopy type torsion' in [2 ], [8] and [13 ]. 
Throughout I have availed myself of standard results of 
algebra and algebraic and differential topology, including in 
.. 
the last the question of rounding corners which I assume 
carried out wherever necessary. In particular in both 
chapters I have made important use of A. Haefliger's recent 
results, an extension of those of Whitney, on embeddings and 
isotopies of manifolds in manifolds. 
Chapter I is to be published in the Annals of Mathematics. 
Chapter II has ·~ee D Si.\ bmittea·t:o tll.e Proceea.i 11gs of the 
Lo11clon Matll.elllatical Society. 
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INTRODUCTION. 
Considerable advances have been made recently in the 
study of differential manifolds. Notably the work of S. Smale 
on the structure of such manifolds has led to the proof of the 
Poincare conjecture and of the h-cobordism theorem for simply 
connected manifolds, both in dimensions at least five, and also 
to the classification, by Smale himself and by c. T. C. Wall, 
of certain higher dimensional manifolds. 
Smale classified simply connected 5-manifolds whose 
second Stiefel-Whitney class vanishes, and in the first 
chapter of this thesis I extend this to all simply connected 
5-manifolds, expressing each as the connected sum of 
indecomposable manifolds which are determined by its second 
homology group and an invariant derived from its second 
Stiefel-Whitney class. Using results of C. T. C. Wall the 
indecomposable manifolds will be so constructed that it is 
possible, for all 5-manifolds, to find precise embedding and 
immersion dimensions and to show the existence of minimal 
handle decompositions. 
A theorem of A. Markov shows that this classification 
cannot be extended to all 5-manifolds but there seems no 
reason to doubt that it could be extended to each class of 
5-manifolds with given fundamental group. Such a classifi-
cation would require, among other things, an extension of 
Smale theory to manifolds which are not simply connected. 
This aspect of the problem is studied in chapter II. 
Smale showed that manifolds could be regarded as formed 
from 'handles', one corresponding to each critical point of 
a non-degenerate function on the manifold, and deduced most 
of his results from a theorem, based on his 'handle-body 
theorem', minimising the number of handles used. I have 
followed the same plan but replaced the handle-body theorem 
by other handle cancellation lemmas, obtained by similar 
techniques to those of Smale, from which a minimal handle 
theorem may be deduced which, although not a complete general-
isation of that of Smale, is sufficient to prove generalisations 
of his results. 
The chapters are written independently with references 
given separately for each. In particular the classification 
in chapter I can be deduced from Smale's original theorems and 
does not use the more general theory given in the second 
chapter. However the notation is consistent throughout, 
coinciding largely with standard notation and, for handle 
theory, with that of Smale, except that '~' is used in 
chapter I for boundaries and boundary homomorphisms whereas 
'b' is used in chapter II. In chapter I 'b' is reserved for 
linking numbers. 
I have restricted my attention to the category of e00 
-manifolds, though clearly the results extend to any other 
category in which the geometry is valid. For example since, 
by result of J. Cerf, any combinatorial 5-manifold has a 
differential structure and since the manifolds of chapter I 
are clearly indecomposable in any category the classification 
can be extended to combinatorial 5-manifolds. 
• 
--.---- -
CHAPTER I 
SIMPLY CONNECTED FIVE-MANIFOLDS 
S. Smale, using his theory of handlebodies, has 
classified under diffeomorphism closed, simply-connected, 
smooth 5-manifolds with vanishing second Stiefel-Whitney 
class. C.T.C. Wall has given in (23] a classification of 
(n-1)-connected (2n+l)-manifolds, which does not however 
cover the case n.=2. The reason for incompleteness of the 
results in these lower dimensions is that the general 
theorems on embeddings, on the removal of intersections of 
submanifolds, and on the cancelling of handles are not 
proved in these cases and in many instances are known to 
be false. In this chapter special arguments, together with 
the general theorems so far as they are available, are used 
to complete the classification of closed simply-connected 
smooth 5-manifolds. A.A. Markov has proved that a general 
classification of 5-manifolds is impossible, but it seems 
reasonable that these methods, together with the 
generalisation of Smale theory to non simply-connected 
manifolds which is carried out in chapter two, should give 
some information in the case of 5-manifolds with a given 
non-trivial fundamental group. 
Simply-connected 5-manifolds are put into a 
series of disjoint classesJ1'c.j, j = -1,o,l, ••• , oo, 
determined by their cobordism class and the precise 
nature of their second Stiefel-Whitney class w2 • In 
each class there is a canonical manifold Xj having the 
minimum homology consistent with its being in that class. 
The main theorem states that if M is any manifold in 
'JJ'rj, then M = Xj IM', where -II denotes the connected 
sum and M' is in the class already classified by Smale, 
i . e. w2(M ' )=O. The existence of Xj is guaranteed by the 
work of Wall on ~illing the middle homotopy groups of 
odd dimensional manifolds, however using the same 
author's work on the diffeomorphisms of 4-manifolds it 
is possible to give an explicit description. The 
uniqueness of X. follows from the main theorem and the 
. J 
truth of the Poincare conjecture in di.'llension five. 
The main step in the proof is to find a particular 
cobordism Vj, between Xj and M, which is simply 
connected, has the same second homology group as Xj and 
for which the inclusions of the boundary components Xj 
and M in Vj induce, respectively~ an isomorphism and 
an epimorphism of second homology groups. It then follows 
from Smale' s structure theory applied to the 6-dimensional 
Vj t hat it Iliay be obtained from Xj >< I by adding 
3-handles with trivial attaching maps. Using the results 
of A. Haefliger on isotopies of submanifolds these 
attaching maps may be collected together in a 5-disc in 
X. >< (1), and the required decomposition is then clear. 
J 
To produce such a cobordism the methods of 
surgery of J. Milnor are employed. First n1 and all 
except one non-zero element of H2 are killed, and in the 
case of the non-trivial cobordism class this is already 
sufficient. However, in general H2(Vj) is now too small 
and it is necessary to recreate it. This is achieved by 
killing suitable elements in H3(vj), and the rest of the 
proof is concerned with finding these elements and 
showing that, when they are removed by surgery, the 
elements produced in H2(Vj) are homologous to and have the 
same order as corresponding elements in H2(Xj) and in 
H2(Mj). 
The explicit construction of the canonical 
manifolds is not needed for the proof of the decomposition 
theorem, but it produces minimal handle decompositions, 
and allows the calculation of exact embedding and 
immersion dimensions for all the manifolds. The nature 
of the invariants which determine the class JJ-tj of a 
manifold also allows some extension of the results. 
In the preliminary paragraph some of the more 
important theorems which will be needed are recalled, 
some notation is introduced, and algebraic and number 
theoretic lemmas proved. In particular this paragraph 
contains the algebra necessary for the description of the 
invariants, and a discussion of the skew form b defined 
by linking numbers on the torsion subgroup of H2 (M5). 
In the first paragraph the canonical manifolds 
Xj and the indecomposable manifolds Mk of Smale are 
constructed, and the classes of manifolds are defined. 
Some properties of the manifolds are deduced from their 
construction. 
In paragraph 2 the main theorems are stated but 
not proved. A classification theorem is deduced and 
theorems on embeddings, immersions and decompositions of 
simply connected 5-manifolds are proved. 
The proof of the main theorems, 2.2 and 2.3, 
occupies the remainder of the chapter. In the third 
paragraph the special cobordisms mentioned above are 
defined,- the proof is outlined, and the first 
simplification of the cobordisms is performed. In the 
next the cobordisms are modified, rebuilding the second 
homology group, until they are suitable for the factoring 
lemma, 5.1, which is proved in the final paragraph. The 
proof is then completed. 
I am grateful to C.T.C. Wall for drawing my 
attention to this problem, and for his helpful 
suggestions throughout. In particular I am indebted to 
him for giving me a draft of [20] before it was published, 
and for telling me the results of [22] before it was 
written. 
Q PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND DEFINITIONS 
We shall be concerned throughout with compact 
c00 -manifolds Mn of dimension n, though non-compact 
manifolds may occur as submanifolds of compact oneso 
M, whose boundary d M need not be vacuous, will be 
assumed orientable with orientations, generators 
[M, ;} M],[d M] respectively of Hn(M, ~M; Z) and 
H 1 ( ~ M, Z), chosen such that <) [r-1, ~ M]=[ o M], where d n-
is the homology boundary homomorphism. Most of the 
fundamental definitions and results required may be 
found in [21]. For the rounding of corners etc. see 
also [ 2]. 
0.1 There are several methods of combining two 
manifolds to form a third. AvB is the disjoint union 
of the two manifolds An,Bn. If A and B have non-empty 
boundaries ~ A, o B, then A+B is formed from A v B by 
embedding (n-1)-discs in ~ A and o B, identifying them 
under an orientation reversing diffeomorphism (the 
orientations of the embedded discs being induced from 
those of ~ A and o B), and smoothing the corners. If 
~ A and ~ B have diffeomorphic connected components A' , 
B' 
' 
then A v fB is obtained from A v B by identifying 
these components under some specified diffeomorphism f, 
and rounding the corners. A 1/B (see [7],[9] ) is formed 
9 
from A v B by embedding an n-disc in each, avoiding the 
boundaries, removing the interiors of these discs, 
identifying the bounding (n-1)-spheres of the resulting 
holes under an orientation reversing diffeomorphism and 
rounding off the corners. Note that o (A+B) = ~ A # ~ B, 
the # taking place between the components of~ A and 
~ B on which the + was effected. 
0.2 The manifold An+ hr, described as 'A with an 
r-handle attached' is formed from A v Dr:::::< Dn-r by 
identifying sr-l :::::< Sn-r with its image under some 
embedding in d A, and rounding any corners. A 
decomposition of A on M is the presentation of An as 
Mn+ ho + + h~ n Usually M is Dn . . . + ... +hi. or 1 io n 
Qn-1 :::::< I for some union Q of connected components of 
~ A. Smale calls manifolds Dn + hf + ••• + ~ handlebodies 
and denotes the set of all such for fixed n,r, and k 
by J,-€ (n, r,k). The following theorem is due to him ([15]). 
Theorem A If n > 5 and ~fl is compact and simply-connected, 
all its connected boundary components are simply-connected, 
d M = Qi v Q2 where each 
components, and Hk(M,Q1 ; 
Q~ is the union of connected 1. 
Z) has a direct sum decomposition 
with ~k infinite cyclic summands and crk finite cyclic 
summands, then M has a decomposition on Q1 :::::< I wit~ 
~k+crk+crk-l k-handles for each k. (][f n~5 all that can 
l ---~ 
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be stated under similar hypotheses is that a 
decomposition may be found without 1- or 4-handles and no 
more 0- or 5-haridles than are required to satisfy the 
relation between Q1 ,Q2 , and the connected components of 
M. This follows from the methods used by Smale, and is 
also proved explicitly by A.H. Wallace in [25].) 
There is a close connection between decompositions 
of a manifold M and 'nice functions' on it, that is 
non-degenerate differential functions f: M ~> R1 , 
where R1 denotes the real line, which are transverse 
to d Min a neighbourhood of it and satisfy 
f(Ql) = - l/2 f(Q2 ) = n + 
1/2. To each such function 
correspond decompositions of M on Ql :>< I with exactly 
one k-handle for each critical point of f of index k. 
Conversely for each decomposition there are nice functions 
with the corresponding number of critical points. 
If A has a decomposition on a A:>< I with ai 
i-handle s i=O, 1 ••• , n and B has one on 'a B :>< I with 
f3i i-handles where a A = a B (diffeomorphic), then 
M = A v fB has a decomposition ( on Dn) with ex.+~ . 1 n-1 
i-handles. For if f, A-> Rand g, B ~> R correspond 
to the given decompositions with constants adjusted so that 
f( a A) = -g( dB) then ha M -> R defined by h(A) = 
f( A), h(B) = - g(B) has precisely ai + ~n-i critical 
points since none are introduced along ~A = ~B. 
Q.=l. Theorem B (Haefliger [4] ) 
If Vv is a closed v-dimensional c00 -manifold 
and ~flan m-dimensional c00 -manifold, 
(a) if fa V ~>Mis a continuous map with 
ni ( f) = 0 for i < 2v-m+2 then f is h:b1"lo t"ofic 
t O'" an embedding provided 2m > 3v+2, 
(b) if f,g; V ~>Mare homotopic embeddings 
with ni(f) = ni(g) = 0 for i < 2v-m+3 then g 
is isotopic to f provided 2m > 3v+3 . 
11 
Here ni(f) denotes ni(Cf,V) where Cf' the mapping cylinder 
of f, is formed from V >< [0,1] u M by identifying, for 
each v in V, v >< [1] with f(v). V >< [O] in Cf is 
referred to as V. 
From this theorem it follows that two 2-spheres 
embedded in a simply connected 5-manifold are isotopic 
if and only if they are homotopic (if and only if they 
are homologous), and that any continuous map of a 3-sphere 
into a simply connected 6-manifold may be approximated by 
an embedding. 
Q.!.i In an orientable n-manifold w2 is the 
obstruction to parallelisability over the two-skeleton, 
since it is the obstruction to the existence of an 
(n-1)-field over the two-skeleton ([18]) and the 
complementary 1-frame must be continuous. 
In a simply connected manifold M, 
w2(M) E H2 (M ; z2 ) = H2 (M) f z2 t may be regarded as a 
homomorphism w2; H2 (M) ~> z2 • 
In a 6-manifold the obstruction to 
s-parallelisability over an embedded 2-sphere is the 
obstruction to triviality of its normal bundle. For 
'I:' (M) 1 s2 = 't" ( s2 ) + V ( s2 C M) and so 
,:(M) J s2 + e1 = e 7 <===> v(s2 c M) + e3 = e7, i.e. 
12 
<===> v (S2 c. M) is stably trivial; but it is already 
stable. Thus in a simply connected (orientable) 
6-manifold the value of w2 on the homology class carried 
by an embedded 2-sphere is the obstruction to the 
triviality of the normal bundle of this sphere. 
For orientable 5-manifolds w2.w3[M] is the only 
possibly non-zero Stiefel Whitney number, and thus the 
oriented cobordism group, .fl.. 5 = z2 ( see [19]). w3 is 
the mod 2 reduction of the integer class w3 = o* w2 where 
o* is the Bockstein associated with the coefficient 
sequence 
t 
0 -> Z L> Z ->' Z2 -> 0 
Throughout this chapter, if A and B are abelian 
groups we shall denote by A~ B the group of 
homomorphisms of A into B. 
' ............... - ~
1 
~ In an abelian group Ga set of r non-zero 
elements will be termed independent if the subgroup which 
they generate together is the direct sum of the r cyclic 
subgroups which they generate separately. By a basis of 
a finitely generated abelian group G shall be meant an 
independent set which generates G. The set of non-zero 
elements x1 , ... xr is independent if and only if 
implies n.x. = 0 for each i. J. J. 
Any maximal pure independent set forms a basis (see [6]). 
Clearly the number of elements in a basis is not 
in general an invariant of G. However the number of 
elements of infinite order is invariant, and for the 
torsion subgroup the orders and the number of elements in 
a basis with the most or the fewest possible elements are 
invariants. In the first case the number of elements of 
or<ier pi is the ith Ulm invariant of the p-primary 
component of G, and in the second case we have the 
classical decomposition of a finite abelian group as a 
direct ~um Zk1 + zk2 + ••• + Zkr where ki divides ki+l· 
A basis with the most possible elements will be called 
a U-basis. 
Lemma C If A is a finitely generated abelian group and 
w, A---:> ZP a homomorphism into the cyclic group of order 
p, then there is a U-basis of A such that w is zero on 
• ----
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all elements of this basis except possibly one. If this 
i ) element has order p , 0 ~ i ~ oo, then i = i(w = i(wo er) 
for any a in Aut(A). 
Proof Let e1 ,e2 be elements of a U-basis 
ki (e1 , ••• er), of orders p with k1 ~ k2 such that 
w(e1 ) = u, w(e2 ) = ku for some u in Zp. Then the set 
(e2-ke1 ,e1 ,e3, ••• er) is clearly a U-basis and 
w(e2-ke1 )=0. (The set clearly spans A and gp(e1 ,e2 ) = 
gp(e1 ,e2-ke1 ) = gp(e1 ) + gp(e2-ke1 ), since if n1e1 + 
k2 k1 
n2(e2-ke1 ) = 0 then p divides n2 and so also p 
divides n2 and thence Di·) 
Since the basis is finite, such changes will 
eventually produce a U-basis having the required 
properties. The possibility ki = co is not excluded from 
the above. 
If w is not the zero homomorphism then in every 
basis there is at least one element on which w is non-
zero. If (e,e1 , ••• er) is a basis such that w(e) ~ 0, 
w(ei) = ·o, i=l, ••• r, and e is of infinite order, then 
w is zero on the torsion subgroup of A. For it is non-
zero only on elements f=ne+n1e1 + ••• + nrer, where n~O, an d 
OYde r f cannot b e f inite since e and the 
independent. 
e. are 
1. 
Since w is necessarily zero on q-primary 
- -
--
~ 
components for q#p, to show that i(w) is well defined it 
is thus sufficient to consider Ap' the p-primary component 
of A. Let f 1 ,f2 , • • • fr be a basis (necessarily a U-basis) 
of Ap such that w(f1 )#0, w(fi) = 0 for :i.>l. Let e be 
any element of Ap with order less than that of f 1 then 
e=n1f 1+n2t 2+ ••• +nrfr has order less than that of f 1 
which, as the fi are independent means that p divides 
n1 and so w(e1 ) = O. Thus if w(e1 )# 0 the order of e is 
at least as great as that of f 1 , and if e is the only 
element of some basis which is non-zero under w its 
order must be precisely that of f 1 • 
The image of a U-basis under an automorphism a 
of A is another U-basis. For independent elements map to 
independent elements since a is monomorphic and the 
images of the basis elements generate A since a is 
epimorphic, clearly the new basis must also be a U-basis. 
Thus the above argument also shows that i(w) = i(w o a). 
Corollary If M is a 1-connected 5-manifold, i(w2(M)) is 
a diffeomorphism invariant of M. 
Proof As remarked in 0.4 above, w2 may be 
regarded as a homomorphism wa H2(M)'~> z2• H2(M) is a 
finitely generated abelian group so by the lemma 
i(M) = i(w2(M)) is defined. A diffeomorphism of M 
induces an. automorphism of H2(M) so that i(M) is indeed a 
diffeomorphism invariant. 
0.6 There are two 3-disc bundles over the 2-sphere 
since ~1 (so3) = z2 ; denote these A,B where A is the 
trivial bundle D3 >< s2• Thus d A = s2 >< s2 , a B = P/Q 
where P denotes the complex projective plane and Q is 
the same space with the opposite orientation. H2(A) = 
H2(B) = Z, w2(A) = o, w2(B)~o. H2( ~ A) = z+z = H2( a B) 
and we assume generators chosen once for all as follows; 
choose generators u of H2(A), v of H2 (B) then choose 
generators a, b, of H2( ~ A) corresponding to the factor 
s2 •s, and generators p,q of H2( ~ B) corresponding to the 
su.mmands P,Q, such that i*a=u, i~b=O, i*P=V=i*q, where i 
denotes the relevant inclusion map.'f"(For details See [tsJ) 
If'·' denote the intersection number of homology 
classes then a.b=l, p.p=l, q.q= -1, and a.a=b.b=p.q = O. 
Since s2=D~ v 1dD~, the union of its northern and southern 
hemispheres, and since any bundle over a disc is trivial 
both A and B are of the form n5 v n5 with identifica-
tion along certain n3 >< s1 'sin the bounding s4 of each 
disc, i.e. - they are of the form n5 + h2• Conversely any 
manifold of~ (5; 2,1) is one or other of these disc 
bundles. ( C.f. [14] , [1 b]) 
t 
'i' will be reserved for inclusion maps throughout this 
chapter, and it will not be stated which it represents 
if this is clear from the context. 
·\ 
If M is a simply connected 5-manifold with 
ACM or B c M then w2(i u)=O w2(i v)~O on account of 
* * 
the corresponding properties of u,v and the 
interpretation of w2 as the obstruction to parallelisability 
over the 2-skeleton. 
2..:1. Linking numbers in an n-manifold ~ are defined 
between the torsion subgroups of Hp(M) and Hq(M) whenever 
p+q=n-1 ([13], [7] and [20]). Consider the commutative 
diagram (1), where the rows are part of the exact 
sequences induced by the coefficient sequence 
0 -> Z -> (Qi -> Q/Z -> 0, 
Dare duality isomorphisms, and U are isomorphisms 
following from the universal coefficient theorem since 
Q and Q/Z are divisible. 
(1) 
H (M) 1' Q _J_> H (M) 1' Q/Z q I q I 
'?ft I 
- ' 
D 
I 
' ~ I U 
I 
V 
-> Hq(M,Q/Z) 
I 
~ ; D 
Hp_;'1 (M,Q) _l_> ~p+~(M,Q/Z)-> Hp(M,Z) ~> Hp(M,Q) 
Now torsion (HP (M, Z)) f;' kera ,;;- coker~ by exactness, a.na by u-10 n-1. 
:::: cokery. So that any x E:tors (Hp(M,Z)) determines a 
coset in Hq(M,Z) f Q/Z all elements of which have the same 
value on any y E tors (Hq (M, Z)). We denote this value 
b(x,y), the linking number of x with y. It is a 
rational number modulo 1 which satisfies 
b(x,y) + (-l)pqb(y,x) = O. In particular if M is a 
(4k+l)-dimensional manifold b gives a skew symmetric 
non-singular bilinear form on tors (H2k(M)). In [20] 
Wall shows that this form determines completely the 
possibility of killing the middle homotopy groups of odd 
dimensional manifolds. (On (4k+3)-dimensional manifolds 
the form is symmetric.) It is also relevant to the 
methods and results of the present paper, and in 
particular we require the following number theoretic lemma 
which occurs (lemma 4 (ii)) in [20]. 
Lemma D Let b1 G ~ G ~> Q/Z be a non-singular bilinear 
skew form on the finite abelian group G, then there exist 
elements xi,Yi of order ei in G such that 
b(x.,x.) = b(x.,y.) = b(y.,y.) = O for i#j, b(x1.,x1.) = 0 l. J J. J l. J 
and b(x.,y.) = 1/e .• The direct sum of the cyclic l. J. l. 
subgroups generated by the xi and the Y· l. is a direct 
surnmand -of G of index at most 2. We shall call a 
generator of the other direct summand z, understanding 
this to be zero when no such summ.and occurs. 
b(yi,z) for all i. 
( ( 4k+l)) · Corollary Tors H2k M = B+B or B+B+z2 • 
b(x.,z) = 0 = l. 
Remark In (20] the decomposition is carried out separately 
.. -
. ' 
on each p-primary component so that the basis (xi,yi,z) 
is a U-basis. However this is not necessary for let 
x1 ,y1 have order m, x2 ,y2 have order n, where (m,n)=l 
19 
and b(xi,xj)=O=b(xi,yj) for i~j b(y1 ,y2)=0, b(x1 ,y1 )=1/m 
and b(x2 ,y2)=1/n. Then x1 + x2 , y1 + y2 have order mn 
and form a basis of gp(x1 ,x2 ,y1 ,y2). Moreover 
b(x1 + x2 ,x1 + x2 ) = 0 and b(x1 + x2 ,y1 + y2) = (m+n)/.mn. 
But (m+n,mn)=l so there exist k,q such that k(m+n) + q(mn) = 
1, and then k(x1 + x2), y1 + y2 are generators with 
linking number k(m+n)/mn = 1/mn modulo 1. Similarly if e 
is odd, z,x,y may be replaced by z1 ,z2 = z+x,y. 
Definition A basis (x1 ,yi,z1 ,z2,ei) of G, where the ei 
are of infinite order and the remaining elements as in the 
lemma or the remark, will be called a b-basis of G. 
From his main theorem together with knowledge of 
the Wu manifold (X_1 of §1 of the present chapter) Wall 
deduces (Propositions 1 and 2 of (20]). 
Lemma E For 1-connected 5-manifolds M5 ,b(x,x)iO <==> w2(x)~O; 
and z~O, i.e. the extra z2 appears in the corollary to 
lemma D, if and only if M is in the non-trivial cobordism 
class. 
That Mr/, 0 implies H2(M) has a summand z2 also 
follows from corollary 3.3 below, this summand corresponding 
to the occurrence of the Wu manifold in the canonical 
decomposition of M. 
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The reduction of H2(M) under b given by Lemma D may be 
extended to include that of b(x,x) corresponding to the 
reduction of w2 (x) in Lemma C: 
Complement to Lemma D Let M be a simply connected 
5-manifold and b the skew form on H2(M) defined by 
linking numbers, then there is a b-basis of H2(M) which is 
also a U-basis such that w2(M) is non-zero on at most one 
of its elements. 
Proof The basis elements of infinite order may be 
changed as in the proof of lemma C, since their belonging 
to a b-basis imposes no restriction on them. For the 
elements of finite order we have by lemma E 
b(x,x)#O <;:=~ w2(x)#O. Let (xi,yi,z,ej) be a b-basis of 
H2(M) which is also a U-basis, and let 
b(y1 ,y1 )=1/2=b(y2 ,y2). Then 2 divides ei' the order of 
yi' and, as these are elements of a U-basis, 8i must be a 
power of 2. Thus if e1 ,-S 82 , e1 divides 82 and we may 
define an automorphism of H2(M) by x1 ,x2 ~> x1-(e2/e1 )x2 , 
x2 and y1 ,y2 ~:> y1 , y1+y2+(e1/2)x1 , the other basis 
elements being left fixed. This gives another U-basis 
which is still a b-basis but with one fewer element such 
that b(x,x)#O, i.e. such that w2(x)~O. Repeating this as 
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often as possible, together with a final step replacing y1 
by y1+z (if zJO then since· b is non-singular b(z,z)~O) 
we obtain the required basis. 
As in the remark following lemma D the basis 
elements may now be recombined, in particular to give a 
b-basis with the minimum number of elements such that the 
one element, on which w2 is non-zero has order a power of 
2 (perhaps 1 or oo). Such a basis corresponds to the 
canonical decomposition of M which will be given in 4, 
there being one factor, the Wu manifold, if z~O, one for 
each pair xi,Yi and one for each ei. These remaining 
factors are all manifolds used by Smale in [16] except that 
if w2 (e1 )#0 the corresponding factor is the non-trivial 3-
sphere bundle over the 2-sphere, or if w2(y1 )~0 it is a 
specially constructed manifold depending on the order of 
y1 • More generally it will be shown that to any b-basis 
of H2 (M) there corresponds, in a similar manner, a 
decomposition of M itself. 
0.8 The following lemma is due to Smale (lemma 1.3 
of [16] ). 
Lemma F The set of simply connected 5-manifolds with zero 
w2 coincides with the set ;; o,e ( 6; 3, k). 
Proof 
_2 2 
w = w = 0 so the normal bundle of 
M5 c R12 has a 6 -frarne field over the 2-skeleton. The 
obstructions to extending this over higher skeletons are 
in Hr(M,nr_1 (v7,6 )) which are all zero since n2(v7,6 ) = 
n4(v7,6 ) = 0 (see [5]). Thus the normal 7 -frame bundle 
has a cross-section and the Thom class t n12 (s7 ) = 0 may 
be defined. Since it is zero M = d W with W s-paralleli-
sable ana., after .su.rgery-., 2~connectea. (c.f. Mnnor [~]), 
Then by the homology sequence of (W, M) and duality it 
follows that Hr(W)=O except for r=0,3. So WE of (6;3,k) 
by theorem A. Conversely every rl f "oe ( 6; 3, k) is 
parallelisable since obstructions have coefficients in 
1t2 (so4 )=0. 
2 w ( (I W)=O . 
by surgery; 
Hence ~ W is s-parallelisable and so 
o W is obtained from s5 removing 2-spheres 
this does not affect n1 and so n1 ( d W)=l. 
1. THE MANIFOLD.S 
For the notation used below see 0.1, 0.6. 
Generators of the second homology groups of various 
copies of the disc bundles A,B will carry the same 
suffixes as the bundles. 
Certain manifolds will be constructed in the form 
M5 u ,iM5, for which it is necessary to obtain suitable 
diffeomorphisms f realising given automorphisms 
f*: H2 ( d M) ~> H2( ~ M). This problem has been studied 
by C.T.C. Wall in (22] where he shows that a large class 
of automorphisms of H2(M4 ) can be realised by 
diffeomorphisms. This class certainly contains the 
automorphisms which we want to realise in the particular 
4-manifolds considered below. 
Construction 
Ml = s5, Moo= s2 >< s3 
For 1 < k < oo I\: = (A~ + A~) U fk (A1 + A2), where fk 
realises the isomorphism given by (a~,b~,a~,b;)=(a1 ,b1 ,a2,b2)A(k) 
the matr:ix !(k) being(! I l )) , Note that 
A(k)!(l) = A(k+l). 
x_1 = B*Ug_1B, X00 
(p*,q*) = (p,-q) and 
= B* U g B, where g l induces 
co -
g
00 
induces (p:if ,q*) = (p,q). 
i.e. gex> could be the 'identity' diffeomorphism between 
the two copies of P,iQ. 
For O < j < oo ,Xj = (B~ + B;) U gj (B1 + B2). 
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g1 induces the isomorphism (p~,q~,p;,q;) = (p1 ,-q1 ,P2 ,-q2). 
For j > 1 gj induces (p~,q~,p;,q;) = (p1 ,q1 ,p2 ,q2 ) ~(2j-
2), 
where J:l(n) is the matrix( 1 0 n -n). Here again we have 
· 0 1 n -n 
-n n 1 0 
-n n O 1 
the inductive construction B(n) ~(l) = ~(n+l). 
Lemma 1.1 All the manifolds are simply-connected and 
(i) H2(1\) = zk + zk for k ~ l ,oo 
(ii) H2(X_l) = z2 , H2(X00 ) = Z, H2(MJ= z 
(iii) H2(Xj) = Z2j + Z2j for O<j<oo 
(iv) w2(1\) = 0 for all k. 
(v) w2(xj) I: 0 for any j. 
Proof (i) Generators for H2(1\) are carried by the 
inclusions of u1 and u2• This can be seen for example 
from the decomposition of M obtained from those of 
A1+A2 and A~+A; as in 0.2. In this the only 2-handles 
are those corresponding to A1 ,A2• There are relations 
b~ = ka2 + b1 , b; = -ka1 + b2 which, after inclusion in 
M yield O = i(b~) = k.i(u2 ) + i(b1 ) = k.i(u2), since 
i(b1 ) is already zero in A1+A2 and so a fortiori in M. 
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Similarly k.i(u1 ) = O. 
are redundent and, there are clearly no others (i) is 
proved. 
(ii) and (iii) follow by a similar argument. e.g. for 
* j 2 j 2 1 < j < oo the relations p1 = p1 -2 - p2 -2 - q2 and 
* j-2 j-2 ( ) ( j -1 ) q1 = q1 +2 p2 +2 q2 lead to i v1 -i 2 v2 = 
'( ) 2j-2.( ) 2j-2 . ( ) '( *) '( *) '( ) ·(2j-l ) 1 p1 - i p2 - i q2 = 1 p1 = 1 q1 = 1 v1 +1 v2 , 
whence 2j . i(v2 ) = O. The other two relations lead to 
2j . i(v1 ) = 0 giving the required second homology group. 
(iv) follows from 0.4 since, by the handle decompositions 
of Mk mentioned above, they are I-connected and generators 
of their second homology groups are carried by copies of 
the trivial 3-disc bundle A. 
(v) is similar. In particular w2(i(v1 )) # O. 
Remark (1) The manifolds Mk are those also called Mk 
by Smale in [16]. This follows from lemma 1.1 and Smale's 
classification theorem. 
(2) X
00 ~s the nontrivial 3-sphere bundle over 
the 2-sphere. This can be seen by pulling the latter apart 
as in Steenrod [18]. (Since n1 (so3) ~:::,,. n1 (so4 ) is 
epimorphic and so3 maps each Di into itself where 
s3 = D1 v idD2 , the sphere bundle is the union of the 
subbundles obtained by restricting the fibre to these 
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discs ~ x_1 is the Wu mani fold (c . f. [ 3]). 
(3) x1 = x_1 # x_1 , as is clear from their 
definitions, but otherwise Xj, aud ·Ml< if k=l>CIC). or a p'rime 
power, are not dec omposable. Except for M2 this follows 
from lemma D. However if M2 were decomposable one 
factor M' would have t o have H2(M ' )=Z2,w2(M ' )=0. By the 
Wall cobordism crit erion, lemma E i t hi s is impossible. 
(This could also be seen f rom lemma F, f or if M'r~H. He~(6;3,k). 
tlieu 1-:H3(H)'_.. H,tH:;l"f) , is' ~ 1nono:111orJ>his'ln of'. h·et<~rouys\ dP.ter1ni11ed 
°l>Y U'Le .S'ke~ inters-ection matri.X->$0 its:' coke-rnel ii: not Z2 (r.f.[~1, [lb]) .) 
(4) The bases of H2(I\:), H2 (Xj) for k~l,co, 
j~ -1,oo used above a re not those used in ~4 in the 
proofs of the theorems. There we replace u1 ,u2 by 
u1 ,u1+u2 , and similarly v1 ,v2• This gives the basis of 
lemma D. 
Lemma 1.2 If w3(M) eH3(M,Z) denote the integral third 
Stiefel-Whitney class of M and w3(:rvr) E H3(M,z2 ) its mod 
two reduction then 
(i) w3cxj) is nonzero except when j = co 
(ii) w3(xj) is nonzero only when j = -1,1. 
Proof w3 = o w2 and as w2 is known it is sufficient to 
calculate o • Corresponding to the decompositions of Xj 
derived from their construction, the Xj' for j~ -1,co, 
o 2 2 3 3 5 have cell decompositions with cells e ,e1 ,e2 ,e1 ,e2 ,e • 
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Denote (ei) the integer chain carried by ei, [ei] the dual 
cochain and [ei] 2 its mod two reduction. Thus (ef) 
represent the generators of H2(xj,Z). Using the methods 
of Smale for adding handles, i.e. replacing 3-handles 
whose attaching maps carry homology elements x,y by 
handles attached by maps carrying x,x+y, it may be 
assumed that the 3-handles, and so also the 3-cells, 
directly induce the relations in H2 (Xj), i.e. that 
3 . 2 J (e. )""'2J(e.) for each i. There are thus no boundaries l. 1 
3 . 2 3 in c2 (X,l..) and so a (ei) = 2J(ei). Now (ei) is a cycle 
mod 2 carrying a generator of H3(xj,z2). The Bockstein 
is calculated from 
2 i.2 2 2 
0 -> C (X,Z) -> C (X,Z) -> C ~x,z2 ) -::::> 0 
I 
:6 
I 16 :6 
, 
v 
o -> c3(x,z) 
' ~ it·2 3 
-> C (X,Z) ->O 
I 
,,t, 
-> c3(x,z2 ) 
[e~J 2 lifts to [e~] in c
2(X,Z) and, as c (e~) = 2j(e~), 
l. l. l. l. 
2 · e ·-1 3 6 [e.]= 2J[e.J = (2J [e.]) x 2. So if { 3 denotes 
l. l. J. 
cohomology class 6* [[efJ 2 } = 2j-l f [eiJ1· However the 
2-cells ef correspond to the non-trivial bundles Bi, so 
w
2(x) = [[efJ 2 } + f[e~J 2} and w
3(xj) = o* w2(xj) = 
2j-l {[eiJ + [e~] 1 • w3(xj) is zero· unless j=l. 
The results for j = -1,oo are proved similar+y, 
there being only one 2-cell and one 3-cell and in X00 ,~[e
3]=0 . 
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It remains to show how the matrices A(k), ~(n) 
are realised. For this we .regard them as determining an 
automorphism of the second homology group, rather than an 
isomorphism between two copies of it. We describe briefly 
the general diffeomorphism obtained by Wall in [22], 
referring to that paper for details. Let T denote 
s2 >< s2 or P/Q with generators x,y of H2(T) taken 
respectively as b,a and p,p+q, i . e. such that x .y = 1, 
y.y = O, and x.x = 0.1 respectively. Then if N is a 
1-connected 4-manifold and ~t H2(N) with ~-~=0 there is 
a diffeomorphism of N#T on itself inducing the following 
automorphism of H2(N#T): 
y € H2 (N) -> y - (y.~)y 
X -> X + ~ 
y -:>y 
To produce this note that /T is equivalent to a spherical 
modification in N of some circle f(S1 >< 0) isotopic 
to zero. It is shown in [22] that~' being spherical, 
is also carried by an isotopy of f(S1 >< 0) finishing in 
its original position. By the isotopy extension theorem 
this is covered by an isotopy of N, the final position 
giving a diffeomorphism h:N ~-:> N taking, after some 
adjustment, a tubular neighborhood of f(S1 >< 0) to itself. 
The required diffeomorphism E, of N#T = N - f(S1 >< D3)vid 
n2 >< s2 is given by h on N - f(S1 >< n3) and by the 
identity on D2 >< s2• Clearly y carried by O >< s2 
is mapped to itself while x, carried in N#T by n2 >< O 
together with an isotopy of f(S1 >< 1) (1~ oD3) to zero 
in N - f(S1 >< n3), maps to x + ~. Now y ~> y + ay 
since the identity is induced on H2(N) and O = x.y = 
E(x}.E(y) shows that a= -~.y. 
2 2 For N = T = S >< S take~= -a1 then a1 ~> a1 
i.e . this diffeomorphism realises A(l) . !(k) is realised 
by repeating it k times, or by taking~= -ka1 • 
Then P1 ~> P1 - (pl.(pl + ql))(p2 + q2) = P1 - P2 - q2 ' 
and similarly q1 ~> q1 + P2 + q2 , P2 ~> P2 + ~ = 
P2 + P1 + ql and, since P2 + q2 ~> P2 + q2' q2 ~> q2 -
p1 - q1 • This is the automorphism defined by ~(l), that 
for ~(n) is obtained by repetition, or by using~= np1 + nq1 • 
We also note here that, since there are 
diffeomorphisms of P~QJ/l:P,zi:Q2 interchanging P1 and P2 or 
Q1 and Q2, or reversing the sign of ' the generator of the 
2nd homology group of any one of the factors, several 
variants of !(k) and B(n) may be realised at once. For 
example Q(n) = ( 1 +n +n 0 
n +l O -ri 
:_n O +l n 
0 +n +n 1 
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is obtained from ~(n) by 
exchanging the second and fourth rows and the second and 
fourth columns and then changing the signs in the new second 
row and the second column. 
D(n) ::: 1 nnO \ is obtained by changing the 
0 n n l 
-n O 1 n) 
-n -1 0 n 
signs in the fourth column and exchanging this with the 
second. The manifold X[C(n)], formed as Xj was but using 
Q(n) instead of B(n), has second homology group 
z2n + z2n. Similarly H2 (X[D(n)]) = z2n_1+z4n_2 • 
We conclude this paragraph with the definition of 
classes TIY., -1 < j < <X> of closed, simply connected, }J - -
Ceo-, 5-manifolds:-
Definition 1.3 If M is not cobordant to zero then M 
is in 11'{_1 , if M is cobordant to zero and i(w
2(M))=j 
then M is in JJ{j (for the definition of i(w) see 
lemma C). For M in ~o, define 'M to be in·~ k if, 
.o, 
and only if, H2(M)=Zk+C for some group C. 
ClearlyJ11o,k and 11'J'o,m are not disjoint, 1~,i1m_ 
for example being in both, but by 0.5 the classes·J)Jj are 
disjoint. Lemmas E and 1.1 and the above definition 
imply 
Corollary 1.4 Xj is in :rrrj and Mk in ~o,k· 
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2. THE 11HEOREMS 
Theorem 2.0 (Markov [8]) The class C of closed 
orientable c00 n-manifolds (n > 4) is not classifiable 
under diffeomorphism, combinatorial equivalence, 
homeomorphism or homotopy typ~. 
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Here each element of C is given by a 
triangulation, and by a classification would be understood 
the finding of a class of pairwise inequivalent manifolds, 
and a finite algorithm to determine, from its 
triangulation, to which canonical manifold an arbitary 
manifold of C is equivalent. The theorem follows from 
Theorem 2.1 There is no a~gorithm for C to determine 
whether an arbitrary member M is simply connected. 
Outline proof (for details see [8]). Given any group 
G(r,k) with r generators and k relations between 
them, construct the manifold M(r,k) = 
n 1 1 2 2 D + h1 + ••• hr + h1 + ••• + hk where the attaching 
maps for the 2-handles wind around the 1-handles 
according to the k relations. Then such an algorithm 
applied to M(r,k)u idM(r,k) would l~ad to an algorithm 
to determine whether G(r,l)=l. Adyan ([1]) has shown that 
such an algorithm cannot exist. 
Theorem 2. 2. · ( Smale [16]) If M is in JJ)' 0 then 
M = Mkl I Mk2 # • . . # Mkr # M00# . . . # M00 
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where ki divides ki+l and k1 ~ 1 unless M = s5. 
~· Proof This follows from the Poincare theorem, proved by 
Smale in [14] and by Stallings and Zeeman [17] and [27] 
from @ 5 = 0 (Milnor [9]) and 
Theorem 2.2' If M is inJJ}o,k then M = Mk f. M' with 
M' in l!J0 • 
We extend Smale's results to include all simply 
connected 5-manifolds by proving 
Theorem 2.3. If M is in JJJ'j' j~O, then M = Xj f. M' 
for some M' in J.})'0 • 
Proofs of theorems 2.2' and 2.3 will be given in paragraphs 
3,4 and 5. 
Theorem 2.4. The class of simply connected, closed, 
c00 -, 5-manifolds is classifiable under diffeomorphism. 
A canonical set is Xj#Mk1,¥ ••• /Mks where -1 ,:::: j ~ oo, 
s ::" 0 ,1 < k1 and k1 divides ki+l or ki+l = oo • A 
complete set of invariants is provided by the second 
homology group and i(M) = i(w2(M)). 
Proof For the definition of i(M) and the proof that it 
is a diffeomorphism invariant see lemma C and its 
corollary. That this with H2(M) distinguishes between 
the canonical manifolds follows from lemma 1.1 and the 
restrictions on the ki. For two of these manifolds can 
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only have the same second homology group if Xj in one is 
replaced by M2j in the other (j>O), in which case i(M) 
is j for the first and zero for the second. That an 
arbitrary manifold of the class is diffeomorphic to one 
of the canonical manifolds follows from theorems 2.2 and 
2.3. To discover which let Mc Y.D'; be determined by the 
'extra z2 • in H2 (M) for j=-1 (by lemma E) and by 
j=i(M) otherwise, and let G be left after factoring 
from H2(M) i z2 ,o,z2j+z2j' Z respectively when j=-1,j=O, 
O<j<oo, j=oo • Then G=B+B+Z ••• +Z for some finite 
B=Zk1+ ••• +Zkr' where kijki+l' and the canonical manifold 
which is diffeomorphic to M has factors X., Mk., J l. 
i=l, ••• r, and one M
00 
for each Z. 
There is no difficulty in describing an 
algorithm to determine H2(M) and i(M) from the 
triangulation. For i(M), w2(M) must be calculated on a 
set of generators of H2(M); this could be done using the 
interpretation of w2 as the obstruction to triviality of 
the normal bundle of such an element, or, using lemma E, 
by calcuiating the linking numbers. 
Corollary 2.4.1 The same classification is valid for 
homotopy type, for combinatorial equivalence or for 
homeomorphism. 
Proof The invariants, being obtainable from the 
homology and duality, are homotopy type invariants. 
Conversely diffeomorphism implies each of the above 
relations. 
(That 1-connected 5-manifolds of the same homotopy type 
are diffeomorphic was shown by Novikov). 
Corollary 2.4.2 J. Cerf has shown that r 4 = 0 and so 
every combinatorial 5-manifold has a compatible 
differential structure and the above classification 
applies equally to closed 1-connected combinatorial 
5-manifolds. 
Corollary 2.4.3 For each b-basis (z1 ,z2; x1 ,y1 , ... xr,yr; 
e1 , ••• es) of H2(M,Z) there is a decomposition 
M=Mz1 ,z2 #Mxl'Yl / •••IMes' where H2 (Mu,v) ~ gp (u,v) 
by a b-preserving isomorphism, while H2 (Mei)=Z and 
2 2 w (Me.)=0 <==~ w (e.)=0. J. J. 
Proof Recall (lemma D and remark) that if the z. are 
. J. 
not zero then z2 is of odd order 
and b(z1 ,z1 ) = l/2, b(z1 ,z2 ) = 1/cp, 
u = x or y. The pairs xi,yi are of 
(1/8. )6 .. and b(yi,yj) = 0 if i/,j'. 
J. l.J 
The e. are of infinite order. 
l. 
Construction 
(fl 
' 
z1 of order 2cp 
b(zi,u) = O for 
order ei and b(xi,xj) 
Mei = M00 if w
2(ei) = O, Mei = X00 if w
2(ei)#O. 
= 
M.Xi'Yi = Mei when b(yi,yi)=O, Mxi'Yi = X[C(ei/2)] if 
b(yi,yi);6o. 
Mz1 ,z2 = X[D((~-1)/2)] if~ ;6 1, Mz1 ,z2 = x_1 if ~=l 
(and so z2=0). 
These manifolds have the correct second homology group and 
second Stiefel-Whitney class . To obtain a basis with the 
required linking numbers t ake first a b-basis which is also 
a U-basis as in lemma D then for ~#1, or for composite ei, 
recombine as in the remark following lemma D. 
Now the connected sum N of the manifolds constructed has 
the same homology as M. There is also a 1-1 correspondence 
between basis elements of their second homology groups 
which preserves w2 (since on the finite elements it 
preserves b). Thus i(w2 (M)) = i(w2 (N)) and so by theorem 
2.4 M~N. 
Corollary 2.4.4 Corresponding to any b-basis of H2(M) ;, M 
has a handle decomposition with one 0-handle and one 
5-handle, and a two handle and a 3-handle for each 
generator of the basis. In particular it has a 
decomposition with the minimum number of handles 
consistent with its homology. 
Proof ·rhis follows from the preceding corollary since 
each factor manifold has a decomposition with such a set 
of handles, this decomposition being clear from its 
manner of construction. # is equivalent to removing a 
5-handle and a 0-handle from the disjoint sum, so the 
result follows for M. 
To obtain a minimal decomposition, take first a U-basis 
which is also a b-basis and, if H2 (M) = B + B + z2 or 
B + B and B = Zk1 + Zk2 + ••• + Zkr with ki I ki+l' 
recombine to give a b-basis with ei = ki. Now if the 
extra z2 occurs and there are any ei left of odd order 
replace the generators z of z2 and xi,yi by 
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xi + z,yi. This gives a basis with the minimum number of 
generators which is also a b-basis. The corresponding 
decomposition has the minimum possible number of handles. 
Lemma 2.5 A simply-connected 5-manifold M immerses in 
R8 (M cc R8 ) 
(i) MoC.:R7 <==~ w3(M) = 0 
(ii) 6 2 M aC R <==~ w (M) = 0 
Proof (see Hirsch [5]) The only possibly non-zero 
Stiefel-Whitney classes are w2 and w3• Hence if v is 
the normal bundle of the embedding of M in R11 , the 
total Stiefel class (mod 2) is w(v) = 1 + w2 + w3. 
Moreover w3(v) = w3(M) since each is o* (w2 ). 
If w2 = o, v has a 5-fra.me cross-section over the 
2-skeleton. The obstructions to extending this over M 
which correspond to non-zero Hr(M) have coefficients in 
n2(v6 , 5) and n4 (v6 , 5) which are both zero, so that there 
is a 5-frame field over all M. Thus by [5] it is possible 
to immerse M in 5 fewer dimensions, that is in R6 • 
Similarly if w3 = O, v has a 4-frame section over 
M (n4 (v6, 4) = 0), and there is always a 3-frame section 
of V • 
Thus if w3(M) = O M oC R7 , and in any case M cC. R8 • 
Conversely M oC R 7 means that, multiplying by R4 , M oC R11 
with a 4-frame field in the normal bundle, and so 
w3( v) = w3(M) = o. Similarly M cCR6 implies w2(M) = o. 
Corollary 2. 5 .1 M E JJj O ==> M cC R6 
M E !DJ' 00 ==> M cC R 7 
M e J.J} j, for any j ==> M d:. R8 
and these are best possible. 
Proof by lemmas 1.2 and 2.5 and theorem 2.4, since if 
M=Xj#M' with M' ~XJ} 0 then w2(M) = w2(xj) and 
w3(M) = w3(xj). 
Theorem ·2.6 (i) M € ' JJ} 
0 
==> M C R6 
(ii) M f j]J00 ==> M C R8 
( iii) Mt .?JJ j for any J ==> M C R9 
These are best possible. 
Proof (i) Consider n6 + h2 = V C R6 , where the 2-handle 
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is such that w2(V) = 0 i.e. Vis the trivial 4-disc 
bundle over s2 • Then V is simply connected and, for 
any k, k times the generator of H2(V) is carried by a 
2-sphere Sk embedded in the boundary. The closure X 
of the complement of V in R6 is 2-connected and so 8k 
is isotopic to zero in X by theorem B. The 3-disc formed 
by the isotopy may intersect itself, however since both 
X and this disc are 2-connected it can be approximated, 
using Haefliger's theorem again, by an embedded 3-disc. 
This disc together with its normal bundle form a 
3-handle on V which makes H2(W) = Zk' where W = V + h
3
• 
6 Clearly W c R and Hr(W) = 0 except for r=2 and 
H0 (W) = Z. By duality Hr(W,j}W) = O, except for r = O, 6 
and H3(W,dW) = Zk. ~W is simply connected and from the 
homology sequence of (w,aw) it can be seen that H2(dW) is 
an extension of Zk by Zk' so it must be Zk + Zk, for it 
has an element of order k and is of the form B + B. 
Thus since w2(w) = w2 (V) = 0, by theorem 2.4~W=I\:, and 
taking the connected sum of these for suitable k we 
obtain an embedding in R6 of the general element of .11'.J 0 • 
(ii) Any tubular neighborhood of a 2-sphere in 
X
00 
carrying a generator of its second homology group is 
a non-trivial disc bundle B. When X00 is immersed in 
R7 , s2 and any sufficiently small tubular tieighborhood is 
embedded. Thus we have B c R7. Now if B_1 c R
7 >< (-1) 
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and B1 C. R
7 >< (1) are similar embeddings , then 
B_1 LJ id JB-l B >< [-1,1] v .id .;)Bl -B1 C R
7 >< [-1,1] is 
an embedding of X00 = B u id J B- B in R
8 
once it has been 
smoothed. 
(iii) follows by Haefliger's theorem, B. 
By theorem 14 in [11] if M5 C. R5+k with normal bundle 
I 
vk then x(vk) = 0, where X denotes the Euler class. 
However, if k = 3 x(vk) = w3(M) which shows that (iii) 
is best possible, by lemma 1.2, except perhaps for 
]}'0 and .1J}00 • If k=2, [x(vk)] 2 = w
2(M) which shows that 
(ii) is best possible. 
3. COBORDISMS BETWEEN THE MANIFOLDS 
In each of the classes ~, j!O, and .1J'J0 , k there 
is a 'special' manifold Xj and Mk respectively, all of 
which except x1 are indecomposable. By definition, 
since j]}_1 is the non-trivial cobordism class, manifolds 
in the same class are cobordant, and,when in paragraphs 
3,4 and 5 we discuss a cobordism V between simply 
connected 5-manifolds X and M, we have in mind for X 
one of the special manifolds and for M a general manifold 
of the same class. Referring to the homology sequences (2) 
of such a cbbordism it will be convenient to have the 
Definition 3.1 A cobordism V between simply connected 
5-manifolds X and M will be said to satisfy 
(£!)' if it is simply connected and ix and iM are 
epimorphisms. It satisfies 
(!) if it satisfies (H) and ix is an isomorphism. 
J ix 
H3(V,X) -:> H2 (X) ~> H2 (V) ----> H2 (V,X) -> 0 (2) iM 
H3.(V,M) -> H2 (M) -> H2 (V) -> H2 (V,M) -> 0 
Since V has dimension 6, Smale's theorem A 
provides a minimal handle decomposit'ion and gives 
geometrical significance to (H) and (K). (H) implies that 
in a decomposition of Von X >< I there need only be 
3-handles, and (K) means that these handles are attached 
trivially to X >< [1]. This will be shown in the factoring 
lemma (5.1) where it will be deduced that when V 
satisfies (K), M must have a decomposition X#M' with M' 
in .:!D'o· Thus to prove 2.2' and 2.3 it is sufficient to 
find a cobordisrn satisfying (K) between each special 
manifold X and any other member M of the same class. 
The first step, lemma 3. 2, is to take any cobordism V' 
and remove n1(V') and as much as possible of H2(V') by 
surgery. The result, V, satisfies (H), (Corollary 3.4), 
but except for the class .iJJ~, (Corollary 3.3), does not 
satisfy (K). This is because H2(V) has become smaller 
than H2(x) so that ix cannot be monomorphic. In
 
paragraph 4 V will be modified, introducing into H2 (V) 
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new elements in the image of ix in such a way that they are 
also in the image of iM so that the cobordism still 
satisfies (H). This is repeated until iv has zero kernel A 
and the cobordism satisfies (K). 
Lemma 3.2 If X,M are cobordant 1-connected 5-manifolds 
with second Stiefel-Whitney classes either (i) both zero 
or (ii) both non-zero, then a 1-connected cobordism V 
between them may be chosen with 
in case (i), H2(V)=0 
and in case (ii), H2 (V)=Z2 and w
2(V)!O. 
Proof (i) By lemma F, w2(Mi)=0 implies that Mi is 
diffeomorphic to d Hi for some Hi in of ( 6, 3, k). Hi has 
n1 (Hi)=l, H2(Hi)=0 and so for any two such Mi,V = H1#H2 
is the required cobordism between M1 and M2 • 
(ii) When w2(X);if0 then neither is w2(v). For 
i*w(V) = w(~(v) f x) = w(~(X) © e1 ) = w(X).w(e1 ) = w(X). 
That is i*w2(V) = w2(X). Here w is the total Stiefel-
Whitney class and the trivial factor e 1 is the inward 
normal to V along X. 
On account of dimensions, e.g. by theorem B, 
any map of a 1-sphere or a 2-sphere into V may be 
approximated by an embedding, since V is orientable 
any embedded 1-sphere has trivial normal bundle. 
Surgery ([10],[7],[24]) can therefore be applied to V 
to obtain a simply-connected cobordism. As remarked in 
0.4, if s2 carries x t H2 (V) then w
2(x) is the obstruction 
to triviality of the normal bundle of s2• Thus all 
generators of H2(V)may be surgered out except those on 
which w2 is non-zero. By 0.5 this need only be one, say x. 
2 2 Since w (2x) = 2.w (x) = O, 2x may also be killed leaving 
a new cobordism V' with H2(V') = z2 . 
Corollary 3.3. If M5 is simply-connected and not 
cobordant to zero, i.e. Mis in :ll]'_1 , then there is 
between x_1 and M a cobordism which satisfies (K). 
Proof That x_1 is cobordant to M follows from lemma E, 
as noted in 1.4. It could also been seen directly from 
the construction of x_1 given in 1 and the proof of 
lemma 1.2. In the notation of that lemma 6* l[e 2J2] = l [e3 JJ , the generator of H3(x_1 ). But {[e2J2J = 
w2(x_1 ) and so w3(x_1 ) = {[e3]2~. Clearly (e.g. by 
duality with coefficients z2) w
2
.w3#o. (Compare [3]). 
Now take the cobordism V of lemma 3.2. The 
relation i*w2(V) = w2(X) may be written as a commutative 
diagram: 
2 
w (V) ,__ z 
,, :,....- ,;'\ 2 
(3) 
Since w2 (x_1 ) ~ O and H2(x_1 ) ~ H2 (v) = z2 , ix must be an 
isomorphism. Similarly as w2(M) ! O, iM must be epimorphic 
(ix amd iM are as in diagram (2)). 
Corollary 3.4 The cobordism V of lemma 3.2 satisfies 
(H). 
Proof In case (i) this is immediate and in case (ii) 
follows from the commutative diagram (3) as above. 
4. REDUCTION OF THE GENERAL CASE 
The cobordism V obtained in lemma 3.2
 between 
canonical and general members, X,M resp
ectively, of the 
same class jJj. or 111, k has not in general a J <hlj O, 
sufficiently large second homology grou
p for it to 
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satisfy the hypotheses (K), which we wish to app
ly to 
complete the proof of theorems 2.2' and
 2.3. An element 
x in H2(X) which maps to z
ero in H2(V) is the image, 
under d , of an element a in H3(v ,X) which is 
carried 
by a disc in V whose boundary, in X, 
carries x. Thus 
to obtain a cobordism in which x maps
 non zero it is 
sufficient to do a spherical modificati
on to a 3-sphere in 
V intersecting this disc in just one point, and mi
ssing 
discs whose boundaries carry the eleme
nts which must remain 
in the kernel of ix (see dia9"(2)). In particu
lar for~ 
to remain an epimorphism it is necessa
ry that an element 
m in H2(M), corresponding t
o x, should also map under 
inclusion to the newly created element 
in H2(V). In the 
cobordism W(V) of X-#M to zero, derived from V, (
see below) 
this is the same as asking that x-m be 
in the kernel of the 
homomorphism H2(dW) ~~ H2(w). To f~nd su
ch a 3-sphere we 
show that a basis of H3 (W,JW) may be chosen with
 some 
a 6. c)-1 (x), of infinite order, as one member, an
d such 
that the image, under J, of the group gene
rated by the 
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remaining members contains just those elements which must 
continue to map to zero in H2(W). Then any sphere carrying 
v, in H3(w), dual to a with respect to this basis is 
suitable for the modification. 
Such a modification is necessary for each 
generator of H2(X), and five distinct cases have to be 
considered. However these only differ in a few details 
and the proofs will be carried out simultaneously. 
From now on our cobordisms V between X and M 
will satisfy the hypothesis (H); n1 (V) = 1 and ix and iM 
(diag. 2) are both epimorphic. This implies that 
H2(V,X) = O = H2(V,M). 
Given any cobordism V between X and M, a cobordism 
W(V) of X # M to zero may be obtained from it; join 
points P in X and Q in M by an arc a in V not 
meeting X or M again. Then a has a trivial normal 
5 °5 bundle a >< D and W(V) may be chosen as V - (a: >< D ) • 
Conversely V(W) can be regained from W. W(V) will be 
written W if no confusion can occur. Note that 
Hk(oW) = Hk(X) + Hk(M) for each k, =f: .0,6 J ana for 
p ,:S 3, Hp(W) = Hp(V) and Hp(W,X) = Hp(V,X). If V 
satisfies (H) n1 (W) = 1 and isH2 (dW) -> H2 (W) is 
epimorphic. 
' 
--- --- - -----, -- -- -
Lemma 4.1 If V satisfies (H) then elements of 
H3(W)=H3(v) are carried by embed_ded spheres and those of 
H3(W,~W) by embedded discs. 
Proof Since n1 (V) = 1, by G.W. Whitehead's extension 
of the Hurewicz theorem [29], tne Hurewicz homomorphism 
n3(v) -> H3(v) is epimorphic, i.e. elements of H3(v) 
are carried by maps of spheres, and by Haefliger 's 
theorem these an~ · hoTnotoyic · ·to · : embedded spheres. 
From the homology sequence of W, '> W, since 
H2(dW) -> H2 (W) = H2 (v) is epimorphic, it follows that 
H2 (W,dW) = O. So, by Smale's theorem, W has a handle 
decomposition on d W with no 0-, 1-, or 2-handles. Thus 
W has the homotopy type of ~ W with r-cells, r ~ 3, 
attached and so n2 (W,~W) = 0. Now by the relative 
Hurewicz theorem H3(w,dw) = n3(W,JW) i.e. elements of 
H3(W,JW) are carried by maps of discs. Again by theorem 
B such maps may be approximated by embeddings , first on 
the boundary 2-sphere and then over the whole disc. 
Lemma 4.2 If 61 G -> x1 + x2 ••• + Xr +His an 
epimorphism of finitely generated abelian groups with Xi 
cyclic and 6 ( tors G) c:. H, and if there are at least r 
independent indivisible elements of G in the kernel of 
6, then G may be written as a direct sum z1 + ••• + Zr + G' 
where the Zi are infinite cyclic and 6Zi = Xi and 6G' = H. 
Proof For each i let xi be a generator of Xi' let 
z1 •, ••• zr' be independent indivisible elements of G 
such that ozi' = o, and let G = gp(z1 •, ••• zr') + A. 
Then xi = oai for some ai in A. If z. = z.' + a1. then 1 1 
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the zi are independent set of indivisible, and a fortiori 
pure, elements of G and so may be extended to a basis 
z1 , ••• zr,y1 ',•••Ys' ,t1 , ••• tn' where the yj' are of 
infinite order and the tk are torsion generators. The 
zi, being indivisible, are necessarily of infinite 
order. Let oy.' = I:). .. x. + h. where h. is in H and put J J1 1 J J 
yj = yj' - LAjizi. Then z1 , ••• zr,y1 , ••• ys,t1 , ••• tn form 
a basis of G. They clearly span G since the zi,yj''tk' 
did so it is sufficient to show they are independent. 
If I:a.z. + I:~ .y . + I:yktk = 0 then 1 1 J J 
I:(a. - t~ .y .. )z. + I:~.y.' + I:yktk = O, and since z1.,yJ.' ,tk 1 J J1 1 J J 
are independent (ai - I:~jyji)zi = O, ~jyj' = 0 and 
yktk = O. Since yj' and zi are of infinite order this 
implies that~-= 0 for all j and so a. = 0 for each i. J 1 
Now oyj = hj is in H, and otk is in H by hypothesis, so 
if G' = gp(yj,tk) and Zi = gp(zi), ozi = Xi and oG'cH. 
But 6 is an epimorphism so oG' = H. 
This lemma will be applied to obtain special 
bases for H3(w,~ w) where W(V) is the cobordism associated 
with a cobordism V satisfying (H). In some cases H2(W) 
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will be finite cyclic and so H3(W,JW) = H
3(w) will have 
a finite cyclic summand, and it will be necessary to know 
its image under ·a: H3(w ,"dW) -:> H2(a w). The following 
description was pointed out to me by C.T.C. Wall. 
Lemma 4.3 If W is a 6-manifold with H2 (W) = Zk generated 
by~, there. is a homomorphism k:H2(W) ~> Q/z, ~ ~> 1/k. 
i k 
The homomorphism k oi: H2(oW) ~> H2(W) ~> Q/Z 
'"" H f ;} W~ 1' Q/Z ·-determines an element A of H~ aW ~ Q , and A and 
the non-singular linking form b determine an element A 
of tors (H2(~W)). Then a generator µ of tors 
(H3 (W,~W)) may be chosen such that oµ = A. 
Proof Consider the commutative diagram (4).(c.f. 0.1 
and diag. (1)) 
--:> 
,.._, ,, 
= , 
,, 
= 
,, 
., 
., 
/.J. 
H4 (Y,,dW;Q) , , 
(4-) 
I 
"" H3(w ,~W; Z) I 
I 
~ 
H3 ( W ,'c, W; Q ) 
·-
., 
, 
I 
•a 
I 
V 
' 
--:> 
a 
--:> 
I rv 
I ., 
., 
~ I.( 
H3(~~;Q/p) 
I 
~ 
H2(oW,Z) I 
I 
,.!, 
H2 (aW ,Q) 
:~ 
., 
/ 
Here the cokernels of a and ~ are isomorphic with 
the torsion subgroups of H3(w,~w;z) and of H2(a W,Z) 
respectively, canonical isomorphisms being provided by 
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the relevant linking forms. However H2(W) ,+. Q = 0 and so 
coker (a)= H2 (W)1Q/Z and the homomorphism k clearly 
generates it. If we define the generator µ to be the 
dual (by the linking form) of k, then it follows from the 
diagram that a µ and i~~) are duals . However i*(k) / im~ 
rJ 
is the element A defined in the statement of the lemma, 
so o µ = "A.. 
Remark It follows from diag.(4) and a similar argument 
that if w is any 6-manifold with non-empty boundary, 
then b(~x,y) = b(x,iy) where x,y are torsion elements 
H3 (W , <> W) and H2 (~ W) respectively and b denotes the 
relevant linking number. 
Lemma 4.4 Let X and M be simply-connected 
5-manifolds and W(V) be the cobordism of X/1M to zero 
associated with a cobordism V between X and M 
satisfying (H); that is n1 (V) = 1 and the 
of 
homomorphisms ix,iM of second homology induced by 
inclusions are epimorphic. Let H2 (M) = H2 (X) + H for some 
group H such that i M(H) = 0 and that this decomposition is 
orthogonal under b if H2 (X) is finite. Consider the 
cases 
~ 
·---
(1) H2(W) = o, H2(X) = zk + zk 
(2) H2(W) = Z2, H2(X) = zk + zk 
(3) H2 (W) = Zk, H2(X) = zk + zk 
(4) H2(W) = o, H2(X) = z 
(5) H2 (W) = Z2, H2(X) = z, where k is a prime power, 
then there is a spherical class V in H3 (W) such that if 
surgery is applied to a 3-sphere carrying V , giving a 
modified cobordism U, 
(i) if W satisfies the hypotheses for cases 
(1) or (2) then U satisfies those for (3), 
and 
(ii) if W satisfies the hypotheses for cases 
(3), (4) or (5) then .the cobordism V(U) 
between X and M, derived from U, 
satisfies (K). 
Corollary 4.4.1 If X and M are simply connected 
5-manifolds and V a cobordism between them satisfying 
(H) and such that H2(M) = H2(X) + H for some group H with 
iM(H) = 0 and that this decomposition is orthogonal under 
b if H2(X) is finite. Then if H2(V) and H2(X) satisfy 
cases (1), (2), (4) or (5) above (replacing W by V), 
there is a cobordism between · X and M which satisfies 
(K) • 
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Proof of the lemma First choose generators of H2(X) and 
H2(M) as follows. (We shall not distinguish between 
elements of H2 (X) or H2 (M) and their images in H2(aW) = 
H2 (X) + H2(M).) In cases (4) and (5) let x1 be a 
generator of H2 (X) and m1 of the corresponding summand 
of H2(M). Note that in case (5) these both map to the 
non-zero element of H2(W). For convenience of notation 
add zero 'generators' x2 and m2 , respectively. 
In cases (1), (2) and (3) let xi, x2 be a basis of H2(X) 
such that b(xi,x2) = 1/k (see lemma D). In case (1) 
= x!, i = 1,2. l. In case (2) if only one of x! l. 
maps to the generator of H2(W) take this as x1 and the 
other as x2' if both map to the generator take xl - x' 
- 1 
and x2 = t + I xl x2. In case (3) choose a generator u 
of H2(W) and let x' 1 -> >..u,x2 -> µu. Then since k 
is a prime power we may assume (>..,k) = 1, and can find 
a,~ such that a>..+ ~k = 1. Then x1 = axi and x2 = 
x2 - aµxi are independent generators of H2(X). b(x1 ,x2 ) 
is of order k, and, choosing a suitable multiple of x2 , 
its value may ~e taken as 1/k. Similar generators m1 ,m2 
may be chosen for H2(M), using the same generator u of 
H2(W) in case (3), such that H2 (M) = gp(m1 ,m2 ) +Hand 
b(mi,h) = 0 for any h in H. 
Summarising, there are in all cases generators 
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x1 ,x2 of H2(X) and m1 ,m2 of the corresponding summand of 
H2 (M) such that x2 and m2 map to zero and if H2 (W) is 
non-trivial x1 and m1 map to the same generator 
b(x1 ,x2 ) = b(m1 ,m2) = 1/k. Note that b(x2 ,x2) = o, for 
otherwise, by 0.4 and lemma E, a sphere carrying X2 
would have a non-trivial normal bundle in X and so 
also, since it is stable, in W. But this is impossible 
since in W it is isotopic to zero. 
Now it is clear by lemma 4.3 that the image of 
the torsion subgroup of H3 (w,~w) is generated in case (3) 
by x2~m2 and in case (2) by k/2.(x2+m2). In the latter 
case the hypotheses imply that k is a power of 2. In 
case (5) it follows from elementary considerations or 
from the remark after lemma 4.3 that, since the 
homomorphism H2(hW) ~> H2 (W) is zero on torsion, the 
image of the torsion subgroup of H3(W,dW) in H2(c)W) is 
zero. 
Taking_the connected sum of W with copies of 
s3 :>< s3, the kernel of d :H3(w,~w) ~> H2(aw) can be 
given as many infinite cyclic su.i1lll1ands of H3(w,dw) as 
are necessary to apply 4.2. 
Writing T = gp(x2-m2), then kernel i:H2(~W) -> H2 (W) 
is X ~ T + H where X = gp(x1 , x1 - m1 , x2 ) in cases (1) and 
I 
I 
I 
! 
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(4). (x2 = 0 in the latter) 
X = gp(2x1 , x1 - m1 , x2 ) in cases (2) and (5). X = gp (x1 - m1 , x2 ) in case (3). 
Now writing x = x1 in cases (1) and ( 4), 2x1 in cases (2) and (5), and x2 in case (3), and X= gp(x) + X' ,t then by lemma 4.2 H3(W, ~W) = z + F + S where z is infinite cyclic, F is free and c) Z = gp(x), o F = X' + H and a S = T. Moreover Z could be chosen with generator z such that () z = x. We are now ready to modify w, x is the element to be removed from kernel H2 ~w)--:>H2 (W), and H, T and X' contain those elements which must remain in it. 
Let v in H3(w) be dual to z for some basis of H3 (w, ~w) corresponding to this decomposition. By lemma 4.1 v is carried by a 3-sphere s 3, and since n2 (so4 )= 0 it has a trivial normal bundle and so may be used for a spherical modification. We may assume that this normal bundle s3 :.><:D3 misses bW, and if Y = W - [s3 :.><: (int D3)] then the modified cobordism is U =Yu idS3 :.><: 82 n4 :.><: s2• Clearly Y, and so also U, is simply connected if W is. By 4.1 elements of H3 (w,aw) are carried by discs, and a disc D carrying an element of F+S has zero intersection number with s3. However since W is simply-connected and D and s3 have codimension 3 the algebraic intersection 
t x· is generate cl by X'i- rnl in ca!.e (:5) ana b.:, eh.at: anil x 2 in the remaining cases·. 
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number may be realised geometrically using Whitney's 
method for the removal of pairs of intersections, ([26]). 
Thus in the modified cobordism U, which has the same 
boundary as W, the group X' + T +His still in the 
image of d and so in the kernel of i:H2 ( U) -> H2 (U). 
A disc in U whose boundary t carries x1-m1 , gives in 
the associated two-ended cobordism V(U) a cylinder t 
s
2 
.>< I whose ends carry x1 and -m1 , so that x1 and m1 
map to the same element in H2 (V). Similarly x2 and m2 
map to the same element. On the other hand a disc in 
U whose boundary carries an element of H2 (X), or of 
H2(M), remains in V(U). Thus H is in kernel 
H2(M) ----> H2 (V(U)) and it only remains to calculate H2(u) 
and the images of x1 and x2 . Except in case (3) the 
image of x2 is zero. By the excision and homotopy axioms 
for homology Hk( w,s3) ~ Hk(w,s3 :::::< D3) ~ Hk(Y,S3 :::::< s2) 
which is isomorphic similarly to Hk(u,s2). From the 
homology sequence of w,s3 we see that H2 (w) = H2(w,s3), and 
so from the sequence of U,s2 we obtain the exact sequence 
(5). 
(5) 
--~o 
Lemma 4.5 If surgery is applied to the spher e s3 
described above, and ~ is a generator of H2(s2) in the 
t The l:>oun<lary may be l:ctken a.s sle # Sm with s>c: C X, 
s. c ]1 a11<1 f along Cl(. .: ~D5 ( ,; .f. P· t6 ) , 
corresponding sequence (5), then iT} has order k in 
cases (1) and (3), k/2 in case (2) and is of infinite 
order in cases (4) and (5). 
5).. bo\l.M~.; 01. tsc. ]) ~ { 'l\ol ~o,.l,;),,) 
""' 'N - s3xD~ 
\,..J 
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... 
2.- ~rkn~ 
'""" its ·:x. 
~VI H/~w) 
'?, ?. 
..- Sx.D -· 
Diagram (6) 
Proof See diagram ( 6). Let s3 ::::::< n3 be a tubular 
neighborhood of s3. Choose points P, P1 ,P2 , ••• in s3 
and denote Pi ::::::< n3 by Dpi , Pi ::::::< ~ n3 by Spi. Then ri 
is carried by Sp both in W and in U, and if AT)= O 
in H2 (U), S~ = Sp1 # Sp2 # ... # Sp,_ is isotopic to zero 
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in U, the isotopy being approximable by an embedded disc 
DA in W ~ U. Now SA may be chosen as ~(Dp1 + Dp2 + .•• + DpA), 
the / between the spheres corresponding to the boundary 
of the + between the discs, and then 
DA v idSA (Dp1 + Dp2 + ••• + DpA) is a sphere in W 
meeting s3 A times, all intersections having the same sign, 
so it carries an element Az+a where a is in F+S and 
d( Az+a) = 0. But ~ a is in X' + T +Mand 'b AZ = AX so 
AX= O. That is the order of ir) is a multiple of that 
of x. However by the choice of v, s3 has just one 
intersection with a disc whose boundary carries x so 
that ir) = i x(x) and ir) cannot have greater order than x. 
Thus the order of ir) is precisely that of x, as stated in 
the lemma. 
Proof of 4.4. continued 
Cases (1) and (4) follow at once from 4.5 and the 
exact sequence (5), since H2(W) = O. H2(u) is generated 
by ir) = ix(x) = ix(x1 ) as required. 
In cases (2) and (5) in,= ix(x) = ix(2x1 ) = 
2.ix(x1 ) is divisible by two, and by no more since 
otherwise (5) could not be exact. Thus iri each case 
H2(u) is generated by 1/2.ir) = ix(x1 ), and its order is 
the same as that of x1 in H2(X), i.e. k, oo respectively. 
In case (3), there is by lemma 4.5 an exact 
sequence 
(7) 0 -> Z -> H (U) -> Z -> 0 k 2 k 
A generator of the second Zk' which is H2(W), is 
ix(x1 ). An element u in the kernel of the 
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homomorphism H2 (~U) -> H2(U) is carried by the boundary 
of a 3-disc in U, and since W is obtained from U by a 
spherical modification on a 2-sphere this disc is also in 
W. Thus u also maps to zero in H2(w), i.e. the kernel 
of H2(d U) -> H2(U) is a subgroup of that of 
H2 (~ W) -> H2 (W), (~ W = d U)" §ince the ref ore the orders 
of the images of x1 in H2 (w) and in H2 (u) are the same 
we have a homomorphism of H2 (W) back to H2(u). Moreover 
since this and the homomorphisms in (7) are induced by 
inclusions it is clear that it is a splitting homomorphism 
for the sequence. Thus H2(u) = Zk + Zk with one summand 
generated by ix(x1 ) and the other by i~ = ix(x2 ). This 
completes the proof of lemma 4.4. 
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5. THE FACTORING LEr.'.IMA AND PROOF OF THEOREMS 2. 2 1 AlID 2. 3. 
Lemma 5.1 Let X,M be simply-connected 5-manifolds which 
are cobordant by a simply-connected 6-manifold V satisfying 
the hypotheses (K) i.e. such that in the sequences 
d ix H3 (V,X) -:> H2 (X) -> H2 (V) -~ H2 (V,X) -> 0 (2) 
ix is an isomorphism and iM an epimorphism, then 
M = JC#vl' for some M' in JJ} 0 • 
Proof By exactness H2 (V,X) = 0 = H2 (V,M) and already 
H1 (V,X) = H1 (V,M) = O, so by duality and the universal 
coefficient theorem H4 (V,X) = O, and H5(V,X) = O. Clearly 
H
0 (V,X) = H6(V,X) = O. 
Now since V is 6-dimensional and V,X and Mare 
1-connected, Smale's theorem A applies to give a 
decomposition of V on X ::::< I with only 3-handles. 
These handles carry generators of H3(V,X), but ix is 
monomorphic and. so by exactness c} =0 and each handle, 
attaching map is homologous to zero in X ::::< [1] (if 
1=[0,1]). Theorem B then implies that these attaching 
maps are isotopic to zero. That is that each may be smoothly 
def6r.med to a position inside a 5-disc n5 in X ::::< [1]. 
With care these isotopies may be performed simultaneously, 
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and we outline a method for doing this. If the attaching 
2 3 · [ J . maps are fi:Si >< D ~> X >< 1, i=l, ••• k, note that 
it is sufficient to deform the embedding f.f S. >< [OJ, 
1 1 
for then by the isotopy extension theorem this may be 
extended to an isotopy of the tubular neighborhood and, 
once Si>< [OJ is inside D5, Si>< D3 may be pulled 
inside by the tubular neighborhood theorem. The case 
k = 3 with s1 c n
5 will illustrate the procedure. If 
F = s2 >< I is (the image of) an isotopy of s2 to a 
position in D5 we may assume it only meets s1 and s3 in 
isolated points. Using the methods of [26] and [28] 
these may be 'pushed along arcs'' over the boundary 
s2 >< [1] of F; they may not be pushed across s2 >< [OJ 
since this would alter the linking numbers of the 
original embeddings. To keep s1 in n
5 the arc chosen for 
a point P of s1 ~ F must be in n5. If this is not 
already possible and P = (x,t) in F, join P' = (x ,t'), 
where t' > t and x >< [t,t'] is in n5 , to a point of 
s2 >< [1] by arcs a in n5-F and ~ in F. Since 
n1 (X) = 1 a and ~ form the boundary of a disc n2 
missing s1 ,s2 >< [O], and s3 and only meeting F along 
~ (pusfuing other intersections across s2 >< [1]). F may 
then be 'moved across' D2(see [26J) to obtain a new 
isotopy which contains a and has no more intersections 
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with s1 or s2 than F did. 
When all the attaching maps are inside D5, V 
is in the form V = (X ><I)+ (D6 +hi+ ••• + hf) where 
the first + takes place in the boundary component 
X >< [1]. Thus V has connected components 
diffeomorphic to X and X/M', wh~re M' = 
J(D6 +hi+ ••• + hf) and so, by lemma F, M' is in J.fr
0
• 
Since these components are known to be diffeomorphic 
to X and M this completes the proof of the lemma. 
Proof of theorems 2.2' and 2.3. 
We have to show that if X is a 'special' 
manifold, i.e. one of those constructed in paragraph 1, 
and M is a general manifold in the same class as X, 
then M = X / 1 M' where M' is in ·JJ1 0 • By lemma 5.1 it is 
sufficient to find a cobordism between X and M which 
satisfies (K). This has already been achieved for the 
class :JT.:11 by corollary 3.3, so we consider :JJJj, j > O, 
andJJ'Jo,k' k > _l. It is clearly also sufficient to 
consider only the values of k which are powers of 
primes. 
We shall show that the cobordism V between X 
and M obtained in lemma 3.2 satisfies all the 
conditions for one of the cases of lemma 4.4 and so by 
corollary 4.4.1 deduce the existence of a cobordism 
satisfying (K). 
By corollary 3.4 V satisfies (H). If M is in 
.1J1o,k' 1 < k < oo, then H2 (M) has by definition a factor 
Zk and by lemma D it has a second such factor. (The 
extra z2 occurs only in the non-trivial cobordism class.) 
Similarly if M is in ~ j' H2(M) has a factor Z2j, a 
generator of which is non-zero under w2 , and again it 
must also have another. When M is in J.Jl or JJ]
00 0, 00 
H2(M) has a factor Z. Thus by lemma D(and the remark 
following it) there is in each case a decomposition 
H2 (M) = G + H which is orthogonal for the linking form b, 
when G is finite and such that G = H2 (X), .this 
isomorphism preserving b. The condition that iM(H) = 0 
is redundant when M is in JJ:J k' for then the o, 
cobordism obtained in 3.2 has H2(V) = o. When M is in 
JJ1j' o < j < oo, corresponding cobordism has H2 (v) = z2 , 
and from the diagram (3) it can be seen that the 
elements of H2 (M) which map to the non-zero element are 
those on which .w2 is non-zero, i.e. those x such that 
b(x,x)=l/2 (see lemma E). 
Now using the complement to lemma D, we can a.rrange that 
there is only one such generator in the decomposition 
G + H, and moreover that this is one of the generators of 
G. When M is in JJj 
00 , G=Z and as in lemma C we may 
arrange (by varying the decomposition H2 (M) = G+H) that 
its generator is the only one non-zero under w2 • Thus 
in all cases we can satisfy the additional condition 
Applying case (1) of 4.4.1 when X and M are 
in jJ} k' 1 < k < oo, case (2) when they are in o, 
J.J) j , 0 < j < oo , case ( 4) when they are in ]) 
0
, 
00 
and 
case (5) when they are in JJJ00 , there is a cobordism 
between X and M which satisfies the hypotheses (K} 
and so by lemma 5.1, M = X f M' where M' is some 
manifold of JJ) 0 • This completes the proofs of the 
theorems. 
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CHAPTER II· 
TBE STRUCTURE OF MANIFOLDS 
In this c:l.---a.ptc1" we consider the probleu of sinpli:fyi ng handle 
decompositions of manifolc3-s, being particularly interostecL in the case 
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of non-simpl y conn8ctoa. manifolds. We shall only consider the c00 category 
although most of the techniques ar e easily adapted to the combinatorial 
case. In particular the symbol ';f between aanifolds will always represent 
a di:ffeomorphisa . In genera l our manifolds will bo conpact. We shall 
omit discussion of the rounding of corners in product mani:folds, assuming 
it to be carried out wherever necessary. 
The ideas and notation follow closely those of S. Sraale and, as in 
his paper on the structure of o ani:folds [11], the main theorem is one 
on the r ealisation of prescribed handle deconpositions of a manifold 
( theorem 6.1), but we are unable to obtain the kind of canonical ('minimal') 
decomposition which Smal e obtaine d in the sir:1pl y-connected case. The 
corollaries deduced a r e straightforward translations of those obtained by 
Smale and include the s-cobora_ism theor em (6,3) which corresponds to his 
h-cobordism -theorem o.nd has also been proved by B, Mazur in [6 J. There 
is al so a duality theorer:1 ( 6. 9) for the torsion i n an h-coborc1-isri1 related 
to J. Milnor' s results in (8 J. 
Theorem 6. 1 i s proved. by the manipulation of the handles an d in 
paragra1Jh 5 we stucly this for decompositions having only r- and (r+1 )-
handl es for each r. The cases r=O and r=1 are spec ial and. are dealt 
with first. For the general case t here are t hree types of manipula tion; 
i nsertion of handles which i s al ways poss i b l e ( 1 . 2), rearr ru1genent of 
t he handles of each t ype which r equires r <: n-2 (5, 8) and. cancellation 
of certain pairs of handles whic h requires r < n-3 (5. 7 ancl 5,9). 
Our approach to the cancellation l emma differs from that of Smal e 
in that, instead of quoting H. ~lhitney ' s r esult on the removal of 
intersections between submanifolds which are supe1~fluous for the 
algebraic intersection , we raeasure t he obstructio;.1 to applying Vvhitney ' s 
method .( [15 j), This obstruction is closely r elated to the simpl e 
homotopy type torsion of :r. H. C. Whitehead ( [131 ) , a.nd indeed. for an 
h-cobordism equal s it (5, 7) . We express this r e lation geometrically by 
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constructing certain characteristic paths of the decomposition ( paragraph 2) 
and showing that they both measure the obstruction (2.2) and determine the 
structure of the cov~ring complex in which the torsion is measured (3 .1). 
They also measure t he effect on the covering complex of the movement of 
handles (3,4) by which 5,8 is proved, and all ow a siE1ple description of 
the duality (3.6) concerned in 6,9, 
Pr1r'lcrap" 4 cont.<:Ji11s ·n qr,i:;ount, l 'lrc_~l y 1-1i thout rroofs, of 
il"l - rn,rer>1 r1t.~ ir "- 1,r- rc~entc:iti on . 
.J_ ·- l. - ~ -
1, HANDLE DECOMPOSITIONS. 
If Mand N are n-manifolds and fan embedding of a subLlanifold Q of bN, 
the boundary of N, into bM, denote by M + f(N) the Dani.fold for 1ed from the disjoint union of Ivi and N by identifying Q with its image f( Q), When r n r r-1 n-r N = D X D - and Q = S >< D this adds an r-handle to M and the notation 
-r r 
for the resulting manifold is abbreviated to M + f(h-) or M + h • A handle 
r-1 
has two sets of characteristic spheres; attaching or a-spheres f(S .X.. x), n-r-1 and belt orb-spheres yX S The a-sphere and the b-sphere will r-1 n-r-·1 mean respectivel y f(S X 0) and O >< S , where O denotes the centre 
of the relevant disc, 
If N is an n-dimensional submanifold of Ma decomposition of M. on !i 
is a diffeomorphism d of N+hand.les onto M where, if Q is the union of the 
connected components of bN to which the handles are added and Q )( I, 
I= [0,1}, a tubular neighborhoud of Q = QXO inN, then dis the inclusion 
on N - Q X [ 0, 'I/ 2) , If N = Q X I then dis called a decomposition of M 
on Q~ We shall only consider finite decompositions, that is those in which 
the number of handles· is finite, and we shall usually abuse the notation and 
refer also to the manifold N+hand.les as a decomposition of M. 
The results of . this paper will depend on the possibility of performing 
isotopies of the handle attaching maps in a decomposition, starting from 
a given isotopy of an a-sphere, to obtain a new decomposition in which 
that a-sphere is in the position it occupies at the end of the isotopy, 
Let d : N + f( hr) + ... -~--) M be a decomposition of M on N. .AJ.1 isotopy 
r-1 of the a-sphere f(S X o) extends by the isotopy extension theorem to an 
is ot opy H : q X I ---> Q X I. 
i17ilHt( x) =lt:H(x,t) for x in Q, N + f(hr) i s diffeor.1orphic to N + (H10f ) (hr) 
H1 which is the identity on N - Q X [o, 1/2). For 
(H:t~2t{q·), t) fort ~ 1/2, and since H1 take s 
by .an extension Ht of 
we may define H1 ( g, t) = 
r-1 n-r) f(S >( D to H1o.f ( 
r - 1 n-r) ( r S X D , the att aching map of H1 o f h ) , it 
may be ext ended, for exa@ple by the 'identity', over hr. I f the next 
handle in the original dec omposition is g(hs), form N +H o f(hr) +Ho g(hs) 
1 1 
s 
and extend H1 as before over h. 
give s the required decomposition 
(Diagram 1) . 
~--~-M 
Repetition of this for all handles 
-1 
d o H
1 
: N + H
1 
o f(hr)+ • • • -~--) M. 
Di agraEJ. 1 
Note that in this new decomposition, al though the intersection of all the 
a-spheres with bN has been changed, provided H is eArtended by the 'identity' 
1 
over each handle their intersection with other handles, and in particular 
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with b-spheres, is not changed, Similar results may be obtained when the 
a-sphere we wish to move doe s not belong to the first handle, simply 
replacing N by N + the previous handles in the above discussion. 
If ~ i s a critical value of a differentiable function f : M --) R 
such that [ A - Oi , A+~] has only one critical point, and that has index A, 
then a f. -handle i s really f'-'tA - 6, A+ JJ toge ther with the trajectories 
of f; the intersections of the unstable and stable manifolds with the 
boundary being, r espect ively, the a-sphere and b-sphere. Thus we should 
have defined a handle as Q>( I + f(l/) and it is for this reason that TI1 
above cannot be constant on all of N. QX [o,1/2J is r e ally an essential 
part of the handle, However the given definition is more suitable for 
manipulating the handles, for which attention is focussed on the expressions 
N+handles. It is sufficient to know tha t, as the hanaies are rearranged, 
a suitable diffeomorphism onto M still exists, This definition and the 
manipulating l er1mas which follow are d.ue to S. Smale [10). 
If r f s and an s-handle is attached before an r-hanaie then the 
a-sphere of the latter may be IJ.ove cl, by an isotopy, to a position where it 
avoids the b-sphere of the former since this has codimension great er than 
r - 1 in the boundary, Then it may be pushed 'radially' off the handle 
and.the entire attaching map 'contracted' until it is sufficiently close 
to its a-sphere for it too to miss the s-handle. .After this it is clearly 
poss ible to add the r-hanaie first and, by repeating the procedure a finite 
number of times, to arrange that all the handles are added in ascendD1g 
order of their D1dex r, with handles of the same index having disjoint 
attaching 121aps , We shall usuall y assume this normalisation carried out 
on any decomposit ion W6 wish to consider. So to visualise a decomposition 
imagine a height function on M which puts the 
(r+1) -handles above the r-handles for each r 
( diag. 2). Thus if the handles are attached 
to the same component of bN we refer to the 
corresponding component Q of bM, obtained after 1 
adding all the handles, as t he 'top' boundary, 
A normalised handle decomposition 
corresponds to a function constant on N, non-
degenerate on M-N and such that the value at 
Q 
N 
d 
.-a' .:-.. M 
· ·~ 
a critical point is the index. The Diagram 2. 
existence of such functions when M-N is 
compact was first shown by Smale in [9j, 
Associated with a decomposition of M on N there is a decomposition of 
M-N on Q1 , derived as follows. 
be the new boundary (diag,1). 
Let an r-hanaie be attached to Q, and Q' 
r n-r 
Then the handle D X D might equally 
r n-r.,..1 
be considered as an (n-r)-handle attached by D >( S to Q'. With 
all the handles reinterpreted in this manner we obtain the dual 
decomposition of M-N on Q1 ; as Q1 is identified by a. 
with the corresponding 
boundary of M, ,ve riay use the restriction of d for the associated 
diffe omorphism. 
With the handle a.ecompo,sition of M on N we associate a cell 
decompo~ition of K on N, where K is a cell complex rel N (NC K and K - N 
is the union of disjoint open cells, such that the closure of each r-cell 
(r•-1) I 
is attached by its boundary to K , the union of N and the cells of 
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dimension less than r in K - N), 1/Ye shall call K the conpl e x assoc iated. 
with the handle decomposit ion of M on N. To obtain K the handles are 
put in normal order and each collapsed onto the cell 'at its centre', 
working from the top of the a_e coo.position d ovmv;ards. We shall onl y use 
the compl ex associated uith a decon.position which has just r- and (r+ 1)-
handles, and this will be described in n ore detail. 
First collapse the (r+1 )-handles onto the ir central discs, and then 
r n-r 
write each r-hanaJ.e D X D as 
Dr X sn-r-1x I / {_(x,y
1
,o) rv (x,y
2
,o)} for a r bitrar y x i r, Dr and yi 
n-r-1 r J r-1 n-r-1 in S (I = LO, 1 ) , and writing U for the u nion in S X S X 
of its intersections with the i mages under atto.ching oaps of the a-sphe r es 
r - :1 S )( LO J of all the (r+1)-handl es, collapse 
Dr X Sn-r-i )( I onto ·, :-_ · ,,. ·' ,·(V, X r}v~r X Sn-r-:-1 X [ 0 ]) nodulo 
the above identifications. After the col l apse a 1menbrane 1 renains under 
each component of U. Since the a-spheres are attached by embeddings, such 
a component V of U is a suboanifola. of an a-sphe re, which is the boundary 
r+1 
of the cell e vrhich rerria ins after collapsing the corresiJonding (r+ 1)-
handle. Thus the nembrane forns a 'ch:ir:mey ' on the cell er+ 1 and, e. g. 
by the 1 chit,mey l eBr.1a ' r • , . ' , , whe:..1 added to it st ill forn s a cell. 
(The chimney lemma s tate s that if Q is a subr.,anifold of bM th0n M + Q X. I 
with corners rounded is diffeonorphic to ' M) . The identifications deterEJine 
h t t t a. . h. , r+1 t e e x en o an manner n1 v1 .icn e . , ,_. Z: ;' J.i- - -( .• ' '-
- .. 
. ' 
is attached to the new c ell e r = Dr)( , X ~O 1 · The d i agran 3 indicates 
what happens for 1- and 2- handles. 
r • L "l - O ., • • tho c e ll e is ex-1., onc10c1 by the ne,:i br:-1.110 I or nu a by thG r1r~J 8ct ion t h r ough 
Q xr of the i.:1tGr s0ction of t he b onnchr y of 8r wit h Q = Q X o. 
Taking a triangulation cor:1patible with 
the diffe r entia l s tructure of M and ·with t he 
handle d.ecoo.p os ition of M on N it can be 
seen that this collaps ing oay be perfor me d 
as a sequence of 'eleuentary collapses' in 
the s en se of Wb.iteheo.d i. e . in hi s 
notation M = DK rEJ. N, and. s o it follows 
from theoren 13 of [1 3] that K has the 
sarrie simple honotopy type r e l N as M 
(K -;; M r e l N ( i) ) . This construction 
clearly generalises to the case when the r e 
ar e handles of any nuobe r of types. 
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Diagr am 3, 
An r-handle and an (r+1)-handle a r e co~11pl enentary if' the a- sphere of 
the latter inte rsect s the b-sphere of the for me r tra nsvei~sely and only once. 
LEMMA 1.1 r r+1 If h, h a r e a complementa r y pair of handles then 
r + hr+1 M + h i s diffeono :i'.'phic to M. 
PROOF, Collapse the (r+1 ) - handle onto that par t of t he i uage of i ts 
attaching nap whi ch does not meet the r-handle, pulling the l atter with it : 
. ( ) n-r-1 i f the a-sphere of the r+·I -handle neets the b-sphere O X S 
transversely in the one point O X y, then it r,1ee t s sir.1ilarly the spheres 
n-r- 1 ( 
x X S for say /x( ~ 4 a and, ai' t e r an obviou s isotopy, we riay assume 
it meets them i n (x,y) fo r I xj ~ 3 8 , 'I'he disc ( l x\ ~ 3 ~) X, y then 
has t wo tubular neighborhoods, one the natural one N i n the b oundary of the 
r-hand.le and the other the i mage of its ne i ghborhood in the (r+·J )-handle , 
the latter being t wi sted with respect to th8 first. After sufficiently 
. I 
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contracting the whole tubular :i;;13ighborhood of the a-sphere we may assume 
that the fibres over x for Ix\ f 2 ~ all lie within N. Then we may 
perform an isotopy which l eaves the fibres over x for \ x\ > 2 6 fixocl and BOVes the fibre s over x for \ x ( (. ~ so that they first lie in the 
' correspono.ing fibre of N and then that t hey coincide with it, the isotopy being extGndecl over the rer,mining fibres by n e ans of a 'bur.p function' • 
.After a further isotopy, 'expanding' the a.isc x <_ b ancl I pushing' the ..... 
twisted fibres off the r-handle, 1/ and hr+ 1 oee t al on g a n (n-1 )-disc 
in their boundaries and so toget her f or n an n-disc. This me ets M a l ong 
a rnanifolo. of the forn Sr-1 X Dn-r + Dr)( Dn-r-1 wher e · Dn-r- '1 is in 
n-r r -1. r bD , s is bD and the idontification is the trivial one along 
r-1 ..J n-r-1 S /' D . Thus the n-disc meets M al ong an (n-1 )-disc and we have a 
manifold diffeori10rphic to Ivl, 
COROLLARY 1 • 2. Complementary handles of any index may be insorted into 
a decomposition. 
n-1 
D . ~ 
r-1 X n-r . r n-r-1 n-r-1 n-r-1 S · D + id(D X ( S 
- D0 ) ) where D0 
PROOF. 
n·-r-1 n-r 
n-r-1 n-r-1 i s a small di sc in S = bD Thus if x is in S 
- D 0 r-1 X 
. rX . n-1 S x bounds the disc D x ll1 D n-1 Let D be a disc in the 
boundary Q of any stage M of the decomposition. Then if ,ve attach an r~ ~r 
~1 ~r r-handle, B -"" D , by the identity ove r S X. D we may attach an r r (r+1)-hnn o.le over D )( x + id(B X x) since this nee,essarily ha s trivi a l 
normal bundle. As thes e handles a re cl earl y complementary the result M 1 is diffeon orphic to M, and indee d the diffeot:1orphism may be taken as the 
n-1 inclusion outside a tubular neighborhood of D , The re sulting 
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diffeomorphism between Q ru.1.d the new boundary may ba used to add the 
remaining handles as it v1as above when performing isotopies of tha 
attaching maps, and in this way we shall arrive at a new decompos ition 
which incluues the extra complenentary pair of handles. 
n-1 
NOTE that by a suitable choice of the disc D we may assune t hat the 
a-spheres of the complementary pair avoid b-spheres of previous handles, 
and that their b-sphere s avoid the a-spheres of later handles . 
COROLLARY 1.3. If a complementary pair occur in a normalised decomposition 
then they may be removed. 
PROOF. Add the r-handle concerned in the pair after the re~aining r-handles 
and the ( r+ 1 )-handl e next, They may then be cancelled by 1 ,1 and the 
resulting diffeomorphism of the boundaries used as before to add the 
remaining handles, 
LEMMA 1. 4 
n r-1 
If r-handles are added to M with a-spheres s1 
r-1 
and s2 then 
the same result may be obtained with handles having a-spheres s1 j(±s;) 
and S2 provided n - r ) 1, wher e s2 i s i sotopic to s2 in bM and either sign 
+ or - is possible. 
PROOF By the argument given ab ove it is sufficient to add the second handle 
and exhibit, in the boundary of the re s1..+lt, an isotopy of s1 with s1 =ff(is2). 
· r n- r If the second handle is D )( D 
r -
where s2 is bD X [ 0 J then for 
r 
s2 we may t ake bD X x, for some 
n-r 
x in bD • To cbtain the 
isotopy deform s1 along an arc 0(, 
joining s1 to s2, so that s1 now 
...... 
... I 
I -/ .... 
I \ - .... , 
p I ;I ,,-
- .... 
Stages in the isotopy of s1 are 
represented by dotted lines. 
Diagram 4. 
S' 
2 
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rrJ.eets J2 in a disc P. Since S? bounrl::: t he clisc Dr>< Yin the 
boundary of the second h'·ndle , P ray be deforI!led i 0 0t,· ic2lly 
0 
across this disc orto s2- P . I n this rositi n the phPre repres..,nts 
s1#±S~ fo r 
0 orne r;hoice of ~i rn de t ermi ned by ~hB isotopy nl on~ 
a. Since the codi~Pnsion, (n-1) - (--1), of the ~~heres i n bM is 
~t 1e~ 0 t 2 thiP isotopy may be rerhocPn t0 -ive t he other r i gn. 
R .:.:r•,fAPJC The e f fec t of this on the a:::::sociated comr·)l ex K i s to 
·er ~ce the cells e1 , e 2 • hich rorrespond to thP h~ndl
0 s oy r;elJs 
f 1 ,f2 such that bf1 = te1 #,::t-be 21 bf2=be 2 . 
I. ·MMA 1 . 5 If an r-lPndle is dded over tb8 coJ1ponent Q of lJM, 
r/rere n1,..( M, .Q)=0 fork< s and O __.,. r < n-s-1, then rck (M+hr , Q, )=0 
fork :5 s where n ' is t he boundary com~onent corre:::1:onding t o Q. 
~ROOP hr= Dr ::x:: Dn-r T1 ff ~ Q · t Sr-l >< Dn-r ~ ~ ~e e ec, on is -o rPmove . 
and t o adg Dr · :::x:: x and D~ :::x:: (Sn-r-l -x), for some X in 
Sn-r-1 n-r ( ) = bD . The lat ter i s an n-1 -disc and has no effect on rck 
if n-1 > ~~l, ani the ~emoval of r-1 n-r S :::X:: D has no effect 
if (r-l )+ (k+l) < n-1. Thus if O <in< n-:::::-1 or:ly Dr :::X:: x can 
aff Pct 111.,. (M; Q) for ::,ny k <:. s. B1..1 t "'DY ,=,Je1~1Pnt of nk (rlf+r/, I"/ ' ) r;an 
'°'P .,,,cnresenterl y a · ·:r of a 1,:-rl i 0 c, 1 iff 0 rC'ntiaJtlt on thP inverE'e 
1-·'D.a:: 0 o:f II-(Q. :::X:: [C,1/2)) '"'nd tr·""'nsv..., 0nse on s2..y Q---< 1, "'~here 
Q ::X: [ 0, 1 J i:::: ..., tubular nei.__:hborhood of Q = n ":::><:'.: 0 i11 I'lf. Then 
the inverse ima0e of ( M- ( (} :::-::< [ 0, 1 ) ) , Q :>--:::: 1) f 0rms a C. VJ. rair 
of ~ ime~1"' ions ( k, "k-1) '7bich IT'ay, c, ince -1-;he re l ative r>.om9topy 
ro1 rs of (I"l - (Q ><-.. [ 0,1)), Q ::X- ) 1Jp to the kt:!1 vanish, be 
, efor sd intc ~ ::::---,.:-~ l l eavin[ fi ved nythin.__, ,i,i_cl, i ~ ~.:i r 0 aiy 
t~ere. This rrovi~e~ - ho~o+o1y of th origin~l ~-~isc into Q' . 
'I 
·rhe foll owinc ·will be ref erred to ;.:., s h2.nrl.le 11:oves: -
(1) Ineertion or rc~oval of a complementary pqir of h~ndles 
(2) lcotopy of handle 9ttaching caps.(Inclu0ing t~ose which just 
,od ify i;he tubular 111::i:_,hborhood of the ci-s here, or tl'oGe which 
:1l!?O move the a-s:p~'lere, for 8Y8rnple as in lemma 1. 4. ) 
Deco:::-': ooitit ns of TI on N will be called equiv3lent if they 
rliffer by qny se0uence of handle moves. Strictly a hg~rlle move 
is th? Jiffromorphi~~ between equivalent decompositions but it 
i2 easie-r to vin1 -, li SP the rranip1 11 ., tion of t 1P h:::in 11 c:::: r:b ich 
.J.. roi1)ces it. 
For f1.,1rther det::iils of the :::-,roof of 1.1 and 1. 4 see [ 10 J and 
[11], for a liscussion of the roundine cf corn8rs and associated 
froblems see [1], [3] Bnd [12], Pn for a etAilerl 1iscucsion of 
the relation between a deco· 1.J.. OPi tion "'nd its as 3oci:=i.terl comi:1lex: 
hich leads to .,n alternative rroof of the s-cobord i sr::: th?orer" 
2. THE CHARACTERISTIC PATHS 
Let Mn have a decomposition on N in v~hich only r- and (r+ 1 )-handles 
occur for some r, 1 ( r ( n-1, and let these handles be attached to the 
same component Q o:f bN, (The construction which :follows can be carried 
out when r :: 1 but does not then have the same significance). 
Using the obvious isotopies (compare the proof o:f 1.1), ensure that 
i:f the a-sphere o:f an (r+1)-hanoie mee ts 
a b-sphere of an r-handle then it I goes right round' that handle, i.e. that 
it meets all the b-spheres of that handle in the same number o:f distinct 
points. Now choose some base point ~ in Q which o_oes not lie in the image 
o:f any handle attaching map. 
CONSTRUCTION 2.1 ~ It is possible to :find a disc D in Q, containing the 
s n-s base point ~ and such th.at for each s-handle D X D , s :: . r and s :: r + 1 , 
there is a point P; in S s-i such that P: X Dn-s is contained in D~., 
s-1 s 1 - 1 NOTE In the following we shall not distinguish between s and s - xLo Ji 
referring to both as S the a-sphere o:f the s-handle, and 11Ve shall now 
a--
~ n-s-1 
take Pa X S for the b-sphere Sb, choosing som~ point P~ in the latter. 
Neither do we o_istinguish between s-1 n-s point s of S X D and their images 
under the attaching map. We refer to DT.'. as the base disc and to P: and 
Pb as base points or- subsidiary base_points of their spheres. 
PROOF First choose a disc D0 in Q avoiding all handles, and choose points 
_,. n- s 
p:=~ such that P"' X D is contained in Q, misses D , · and avoids other 
a a o 
handles. To achieve this it may be necessary f irst to 'thin' the handles, 
· d. Dn-s th ·t d. t 1 n-s :. n-s f that is regar ing as e uni isc o rep ace D by/\ D or some 
A ( 1, and to modify the r .. ·handles as in lemna 1.1. 
~ 
~s 
Choose further a disc D about P in S · such that D X D also lies in a a a a Q, mi ssing D
0 and the other handles, Then D X Dn-s i s an (n-1 )-disc D a 1 and may be joinec1 to D by an isotopy ex_ between an (n-2)-disc in bD and 0 0 one in bD. 
1 
This isotopy may be taken to miss D , D and other handles 0 1. since (n-1) r > O, and as it is also an (n-1 )-disc the r esult is a new :i! n-s disc D' which c ontail1s P X D • o a 
This procedure may be r epeated 
for all the handles to give 
.. 
a disc D"" with the required 
properties. (Diagram 5). 
Diagram 5 
Now let S , S b elong to (r+1 )- and r-handlos respectively, with a b 
To each (isolated) point P. in the intersection of . l 
orientations chosen, 
Sa with Sb we associate a sign ~' the sign of the intersection, and a loop Tf. in Q. l The l atter is~ P~ P. Pb~~ (see diagram 6), where the a i 
~ 
--
first and last segr:1ents a r e in D and. miss handles, Pn. P. i s il1 S and a 1 a vVe assume further that the l ast segment goes from Pb:i! to p'\ 
a 
- n-r in P~, X D , ana. thence to ~ :i.11 Sa', the a-sphere of the r-handle ('.!.'his is not essent ial but clears a point in· 3 .1). We denote by iT also the i class of the loop ~ :i.11. ~ ( Q; !l{), 
DEFINITION The pair ( 1f., 6.) will be callea. the characteristic of the l l intersection P., 
l 
REMARK 1 , 1f . is 
l 
segments~ P~ and a 
not ru1 :i.11.variant of the decomposition s:i.11.ce · clearly the 
--
~ ~ P~ may, on varying D , be replaced by non-isotopic 
segments. What does remain invariant is the relative characteristic 
--- --1 l V . o I\ . , however i t wili be c onveni ent to have the chara cteristic defined ]. J 
as above to provide a basis fo r t he ope r ations of the fundamental gr oup 
and correspondingly, in the next paragraph, t o index the cells of the 
universal cover of the assoc iated complex. 
REMARJ{ 2. When the ambi ent manifold Q is not orient abl e it is still 
pos sible to define a 
--- -1: 
relative inte rsection number between any P. and P. ]. J 
such that . 1 i o1T i s orientable. i j 
-1 For then t he l oop 1'foTr has trivial 
i j 
normal bundle and interse ction numbers a t P. and P. defined in it will 
l J 
either a lways be the same or always diffe r. Defining the r elative 
intersection number t o be +1 or -1 respective l y, it is cl ear t hat this is 
the number which is concerned in Whitney ' s procedure for r emoving 
inte r sections. (This i s needed in the proof of l emma 2.2). 
LEh:MA 2. 2 I f the intersections P . , P ., Pk, ••• of S with Sb have 
1 J a 
characteris tic s ( l'f., 0. ) , , , . such that 1T. :: 1f. and (F. :: - CJ_., and 
. J. J. l J · · 1 J 
1 "- r .( n-3, then S , and with it the attaching map of the (r+1)-handle, 
a 
may be moved isotopic ally to a positi on where it int_erse cts Sb only in 
the points Pk •• • with the same characteristics as before. ~.e. the 
decol!lposition has been :repl aced by an equival ent one i n whic h two f ewer 
intersections occur b-etween a-spheres of (r+1 )-handles and b-spheres of 
-; 
r-handle s_J , 
PROO:B' Without loss of gene rality we E1ay assume that we are concerned with 
the last r-handle and the :first (r+1 ) -handle to occur in the decomposit ion 
and look onl y at these two, provideo_ we check tha t the char acterist ic s of 
the remaining intersections are not affected. ~ - 1 Now 11. A, lT 
]. V j is t he loop 
P~ P P~ ~ P~ P P~ ~, which is homotopic to zero if and only if 
¥.:bja aib 
-b j a i b • 1. J p~ P P~ P P~ is But the latter is a loop through P.
 and;?,n. fo 1ed of 
arcs in Sa and Sb and homotopic .,., ,,./ .,,, /// 
,_,-----I i~1 /-
to similar arcs (/__, (3 tubular 
neighborhoods of which avoid the 
Q / (!~/ ~\\\j\·~ Dx 
(Th is Sb ~~!-M~\ · ~\ . \\ 
needs r ) 1 so that s a is at least ,/ ---~ ;--~.U-; }::::-.u '\.:-\ l .1 
remaining intersection Pk. 
a 2-sphere). (/ -..__ _____ /,,
 0{1 ~ --,L, \ 
Let Q1 denote that ~ 
., "Tli '. \ \ __ ,_j }) 
p~ - A.) . -~:=~J-.\.1 t l 
a --:-J r·~'y \. \ \~ '"' 
- - --..!...!/ \,,.,"-'......t--/ Diagram 6 
part of Q which does n ot meet the 
first r-handles , then 
parts removed from Q have essential diBension r-1 and so have codimension 
n-1 
more than 2 in Q Since d._is homot opic to {!> in Q1 which has di.l!lension 
at least 5 and in which S has codimension at l east 3, it is possible, 
a 
using Haefliger' s theorems (4-] , 
which avoids S except a long (/._ • 
a ' 
to span cJ.. v/3 by an embedded disc D2 
r-1 on-r 
As above the removal of S >( D 
. 
2 
will not alter the fundamental group so D may a l so avoid the r-handle 
except along (3. Finally D2 may miss thos e segment s of characteristic 
... 
paths which are in D"". Since the intersections P and P. have opposite i J 
signs and Sa has codimens ion at l east 3, D2 or more precisely a small 
tubular n e i ghborhoocl of it, may b e used in the manner of 'Whitney Os] to 
remove the se intersections. As : :1i s neighborhood need not meet the 
characteristic paths of the remaining intersections, these paths need not 
be changed and so clearly their 
characteristic s err.' er) will riot 
. k k 
have been affected. (The idea of 
Whitney's procedure for removing 
the pair of intersections is to 
find a field of (r-1)-frames over 
D2 in its normal bundle , which 
are tangent t o S (of dimension r) 
a 
along o{ and are normal to Sb along [3 . 
Diagram 7 
This fie l d is then used to 
describe a deformation of ( the embedding of) Sa I over' that which moves ol. 
across and then off the disc past ~ • 
any given tubular neighborhood of D
2
• 
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This may clearly be performed in 
The details are in paragraphs 
I I 
3. THE COVERING COMPLEX 
Assume now that the inclusion of N in M .induces an isomorphism of 
fundamental groups, ·where M and N are as in the previous paragraph. Let K 
s be the associated complex rel N, and denote by e. the cell of K-N which is 
l 
s 
derived. from the handle h. and the handle ciecomposition of M and N, If 
l 
'K p;:: = pn is the subsidiary base point of the a-sphere of this handle then P a 
s 
is in e.• 
l 
- "" The universal covering space K of K is a complex rel N, having 
cells (e, 1f) for each cell e of K-N and each element1Tof t'l = 1l (K) = 'T\" (N). 
...., 1 1 
By abuse of notation we refer to K. as the covering complex of K or even of M. 
- ,.., Choose orientations for the cells of K-N and K-N and choose a base point 
"" 
,.., -- ...,~ !!{ Then each cell e of K-N has a point p· over the base point P ::i: over !l!. 
of the underlying cell e of K-N. Let 1fbe the class in nor the loop in 
-K which is forme d by the image under the covering map of the path in K joining 
,v "' 'K !!{ !!{ ~ to P together with a segment P ~ in D. Then':= ( re, 1\), where (5 is 
+1 if the chosen orientation of e is that induced from the covering map 
from the chosen for e, and 0- = -1 otherwise, 
"' shows the naming of a cell e in the 
covering complex of a circle, The 
latter is formed of cells e and;::, 
the disc D:;{ is R¥..S, ancl p!!{, ~ and 
orientations a.re chosen as ina_icated • . 
The 'naming loop' goes round. the 
circle, in the positive direction, 
past~ to Pa;{ and then back in D~ 
to :!!, Thus it ca:rTies a generator 
-g of the fundamental group, a nd e is 
(-e, g)' 
rv "-' The elenents of r\ oper ate on K oapping F to itsel f and persuting the 
N-
cellS of K-N. Thus c~ (K,N) is a free z [n J-moa.ule, where z[t,]is the 
integral group ring of fl, and it has a pr eferred basis determined, up to 
sign and 1:rnltiplication by e l eDents of' n, by the cell s of K-N. The boundary 
homomorphisn b in C:iil(,N) is a z[n]-hornornorphi sm. It is determined by 
LEMMA 3, 1 
b( r-:- 'i 1 \ ~ (,er r .-.-r- ) e ' J == t__ ...., . e1 ' I 1. J s<: J 
,...... ,._, 
whe r e we denote a cell of K-N and the correspond.ing basis element of C:i{ by the 
same symbol, the summation L ext ends 
of the handle hr+ t wit h b-spheres 
over all inter.sect i ons F of the a-sphere j 
s 
a 
of r-handles hr, and (1T., O.) is the 
k J J 
characteristic of Pj. 
PROOF Since the sphere S either goes coupl etely round the r-handle or a 
"'"r ,..,r+1 mi sses it altogether, for each P. there must be some e ir1 be , and since J 
,,..., 
the rest of the boundary is in J.\T the summation g iven is sufficient, If the 
r+1. r 
a-sphere of h meets the b-sphere of h in P which has s ign (). then CJ j J j 
is clearly also the sign of the corresponding cell in b(er+i,, 1), But 
,;r+i :: (er+i,,1) means that the path'!r?:i{ projects onto a path honotopic to 
a 
~ ~ 3{ ~ the path~ chosen in D, so that we may lift the loop -r[ =~.PPP~ 
a . . j a .j b ~ ,-hf. 1 to a path, in K, starting ; P ~' conti;.1uing throu~h ~ r+ to Pj' to 
P~ anc.. finally along a segment over P~ ~-::, which was constructed to pass 
3i r through the base base point P, of e. 
a 
Thus 
...... r 
the cell e in b ( r+ 'l ' l · l - t e ,1; w1ic1 corresponcLs o 
1T j 
p ., 
J 
is the naming loop of 
,-.,r 
and so e 
COROLLARY 3.2 r+1 If h is attached trivially, that is by an a-sphere which 
r+1 is isotopic to zero, then b( e , 'i) :: O. 
THE PROOF follows at once from the l emma since the attaching 
map may be moveci. 
to a position where it meets no handles and the summation abov
e is then empty. 
COROLLARY 3.3 
r 
r-1 r 
If h is a member of a trivial complementary pair h , h, 
r-1 
i.e. if h 
r 
and h are a ttached over a disc meeting nob-spher es of previo
us 
handles nor a-spheres 
r 
of l ater ones, then (e, TO does not appear in 
b( er+'I, 1) fo:c any r+1 
r+ 1 -i-.-
cell e or any d. 
PROOF. ImI!leiiate. The result is a l so v2J.ic:t i f the disc
 meets b-spheres. 
In lermna 3, '] the bound.ary homomorpl1ism b was expressed. in terms of 
the preferred. bases dete1~mined by the hano-1es. If the handles ar
e moved 
the expression for b will undergo a corres~ond:L.1g change, and
 it is the 
possible extent of such a change which will determine our resu
-1ts. In 
r+t r 
particula.r if it is possible to arrange that be ::: e then f
rom 3.1, 2. 2 
and 1. 3 it will follow that the corresponding handles may ·be removed.,
 The 
two following l emmas d.escrib e the changes in b which may b e a
chieved by 
handle moves. 
We continue t o assLUne that K is the complex associated with a
 
decomposition of M on N in which there are only r- anc"c (r+1 )-handles and in 
which the inclusion of N in M :induces an isomorphism n ::: "'T\° (N) ~ 1"f(M), 1 1 
Assume also that all the r-handles are added to the same comp
onent Q of bN 
ancl. that t he (r+ 1 )-hanqes are added to the corresponding component of the 
boundary of the new manifold, 
LEMMA 3,!.;.. If 1'f (Q) ~ Tf(N) by inclusion ancl 'I< r < n-2 then, 
'I 1 ,.., ,v 
denote the base e l ements of C (K,N) co~responding to two of the r+1 
if e e 1' 2 
(r+'I )-handles 
ana.lfis any element of \l, tl1e f i rst hanclle may be r,1- oved, giving a new 
base element f 1 , to 
satisfy (:lither of the followin g conditim'ls: 
88', 
(ii) b(f) = b(e) ± 1fb(e) 
11 1 2 
Moreover this may be achi eved without changing the bouna_aries of the other 
rv ~I 
base e l ements of C (K,N:, 
r+1 ' 
- 1 PROOF ( i) The element lf- is · carried by a circle in Q, which can be 
assumed to miss the a-spheres of the r-handles anQ so remain in the boundary 
~'{ 
after they are added, Let P be the subsidiary base point of the a-sphere 
of the first (r+1)-hand.le, Move p"" around the circle and back into the 
... 
base disc D··, extending to an isotopy of the attaching map in the usual way, 
~ Na 
Now the path in K from l to t he oriz inal P has to be extendec1. by a segment 
over the circle carrying n-1 to reach the new position of' p~ and so the 
r+1 -1 
name of each cell over e
1 
is multiplied by.,,-· to obtain the corresponding 
r+1 r+1 fr+1 
cell over f 1 , wher e e 1 
, 
1 are the cells corresponding to the two 
r+1 positions of the hanclle. Then if f = (f ,1), 
1 1, 
b(f1) = b(er+\-1T) = 1tb( e r+
1
,1) =1'b(e ), 
1 1 1 
For the choice f 
1 
( r+ 1 ) ( , ·- -f 
1 
, 1 we get similarl y b f 
1
) = -1!b(e ) . 
1 
( .. ' ll; This is achieved by the move of lemma 1, 4, where the path o(. 
. -1 ~ 
in S around a circle carrying -W to the base point P 1 · 2 
now goes from p~ 
add to S, S 1 with its base point moved arouna.1T, and by 1 2 
in SI• Thus we 
2 
an argument similar to the above it can be seen that b (f ) = b(e) ± 1\b(e ). 
1 1 2 
It is clear that the isotopies used here could be chosen to avoid the a-spheres 
of other (r+1 )-hanclles, in which case the boundaries of the corres:r:ionding 
base e l ements would not be altered. 
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There are two decompositions and hence two co1'.lplexes concerned in the above lemma, but the natural identification between those parts which precede the handle which is moved (c.f'. paragraph 1) justifies our notation. Indeed the di:ffeomorphism between the two equivalent decompositions induces a homotopy equivalence between the assoc iated complexes (inclusion of the first complex followed by the diffeor;iorphism and then projection onto the second complex) which in turn induces an equivalence] (in the terminology of paragraph 4 a simple equivalence), between the associated based chain complexes. From the definitions it is clear that-this identifies a base e l ement corresponding to a ha..Ddle which is not moved with the corresponding base element in the new decomposition. In our case we have the ADDENDUM. If g : C ---) C1 is the equivalence of based chain complexes ina_uced by the equivalence .of decompositions in 3.L:-, then g(e) = e ', where e and e I are the respective base elements corresponding to a handle which i s not moved; and in case 
( i) g(e) -'-11-'I = ""' I f , 
. i 
( ii) g(e) f -rr I = + 82. 1 1 
Diagram 9 
,I 
I 
11 
,I 
90 · 
PROOF. This follows at once from the preceding discussion and the 
expression fo r the boundaries in the statement of the l emma. Alternatively 
it can be deduced directly from the definitions of the diffeomorphism 
associated with the given handle move and of the associated complexes. A 
pictorial indication is g iven in diagram 9. 
Let (f(k, ~) be the characteristic of an inte rsection Pk of the 
a-sphere of the (r+1) -handle h~+ 1 with 
l 
r t he b-sphere of h. and denote B 
J ij 
t he sum, in Z [!-1J , of O: ~ over all such intersections, then 3.1 says 
( r+1 ) , ( r \ be. ,1 ::,. B .. e.,1 ;, 
l J lJ J 
If the (r+1)-handles concerned in 3.4 are the 
ith and kth re spectively then the eff ect on t he matrix B of (i) is to 
multiply the ith row by ±if ana_ of (ii) i s to add ±"ff times the kth row to 
the ith row, That is, in the t e r minology of the next paragraph, B has in 
each case been pr emultiplied by a [± 11]-elementary matrix. The insertion 
of a complementary pair of r- and (r+1 )-handles into the decomposition 
introduce s an extra row and column into B having as 1 a s their common entry 
and zeros e l sewhere. If premultiplication by an e l ementary matri x of order 
greater than t he number of rows of B is understood t o include a suitable 
number of such extensions of B, then B may be premultiplied by any l:' nJ -
elementary matrix, That i s 
COROLLARY 3,5 With the data of 3,4, if B is the natrix of the boundary 
rv iv 
homomorphism in C::<(K,N) with respect to the preferred bases, then there is an 
equivalent decomposition with matrix EB where E is any L:!: ri)-tors ion free 
matrix of any order. 
There is a close connection betwee n 3.1 and the corresponding result 
in the dual decompos ition . Le t ;[) be a dec orapos ition of M on Q X I, having 
only r and (r+ 1 ) -handles , 1 ( r < n-2, and such that 
~(Q) ";: ~ (M) ';" ~(Q 1 ) by inclusions, where Q is connected and Q' the 
corresponding 'top I component of bM, (by l emma 1. 5 this r estriction is 
superfluous unless r = 2 or n-3), and let ';)) ~ 
s s 
on Q1 • Le t ei correspond to the s-handle hi 
n-s C\ _. 
corresponding to the dual hanc1le hi of cJ./". 
antiautomorphism of z[n]ina.ucec.l by r eplacing 
-1 inverse 1T . 
be the dua l de c omp osition of M 
ofc;}J and let e~-s be the cell 
l 
Let denote the 
each e l ement 1, of n by its 
LEMMA 3. 6. With the hypothe s es and n ot ation above, if bis the boundary 
..... ,J --
homomorphism in C __ (K, Q), b:x that ,..., n,/ in C __ ( K, Q ' ) ana_ 
PROOF 
::0:. 
r+1 b( e . ,1) = 
l 
~ n-r 
b ( e . ,1) 
J 
~ 
~ B .. ( e ~, 1 ) then 
J lJ J 
,;:- _ n-r-1 
- ':t B . . ( e . , 1 ) • 
l lJ l 
The a-sphe r e and b- spher e of a handle of 'j) correspond r espectively 
to the b-sphere and. a-sphere of the a.ual handle in <;/)~. If 1f is the 
k 
characterist ic path of an intersection P between the a-sphe r es S of an k a 
(r+1)-handles and the b- s phere Sb of an r-handle of9.) then it is clear fr om 
the description in pare,gra:ph 2 ( see diagr am 6) tha t the base disc D'~ in 
Q' may be so chosen, coinc_i d ing with D~ in Q n Q', t hat the char acteristic 
. ~ path of the intersection P b e tween S and S , in the ir dual roles in D , k a b 
is homotopic in M to 1T-ki ( since it now passes throu gh P~ .before F'\ i. e. 
b a 
its direct ion i s reversed) . Identifying -rr (Q) with 1'(Q') tmdor t he 
.1 1 
product of the natura l isomorphisms ~ ( Q) ~ (M) (--~ ( Q 1 ) , if . 
(O"i"c, il) is the characteristic of Pk in 'j) , then its characteristic in ~~ 
( -1 \ · . h . . v(~-Y~i) Tn i s tO-k,lTic ;, and thr, lemma is prove d by 3.1,T e sign 1S (-1) = (-1). 
4-, WHITEHEAD TORSION .A.ND SIMPLE HOMOTOPY TYPE . 
This paragraph contains a summary of the definitions and results we 
shall require and is given l argely without proofs. It is based on the 
work in [2'!, [7), and [13}, mainly the last, and for fuller proofs and 
further details reference should. be made to these papers. 
Let R be a ring with identity element 1 and such that every free left 
R-module of finite rank has unique rank. R need not be commutative, Let 
V be a subgroup of the multiplicative subgroup U of two-sided units. Let 
G be the group of n X n matrices over R with two-sided inverses. Then 
n 
U = G1 and for each i, Gi may be regarded as a subgroup of Gi+ii' the 
imbedding being defined by bordering a matrix of G., to the right and below, 
l 
diagonally with 1 and elsewhere with zeros, Similarly G.<. G. for any 
i i+r 
r) O. Define G(R) = l.J Gn. 
AV-elementary matrix is a square matrix having zeros in all positions except 
for either (i) a 1 in each diagonal position and one off-diagonal entry from 
R, or ( ii) a 1 in each diagonal position except one which has an entry from 
v. .An n X n V-elementary matrix is in Gn• Let E (R) be the subgroup ~ of 
V 
G(R) generated by the V-elementary matrices ; matri ces of E (R) . will be 
V 
called V-simple. Whiteh~ad showed that E[1} (R), where [1} d~otes the 
subgroup with only the element 1, is the commutator subgroup LG,G}, of 
G = G(R). Thus the Whitehead group WV(R) = G(R) / EV(R) . is abel ian and will 
be written additively; it is also equal to w(1).(R) / V, The image in 
W (R) of an element 
V 
ty(a), or t(a) if V 
a of G(R) will be called the V-torsion of a and written 
is clear from the context. Since a free left R-module 
has unique r ank, the T'.latrix of a change of bas i s is in some G and it s 
!ili 
v-torsion will be called. the V-torsion of the change or V-torsion between the 
bases. Given a module i somorphism e between base d fre e l eft R-modules, i . e . 
modules in which bases e
1
, ••• ,er and f
1
,.,.,fr respectively are given, then 
the V-torsion of e is defined to be that between 8e1, ... Ser and f1, ••• fr. 
Clearl y this i s unaffected by a V- torsion-free change of basis in either 
module . It is the V-torsion of the matri x representing e with r espect t o the 
give n bases. 
LEMMA l~.1 If e 1 , •• ,ek, f 1 , ••• fk, ••• fn and e1
, ••• ek, g
1
, ••• gn are bases of 
a fre e left R-rnodule then for any V the re i s a V- t orsion-free change of the 
second basis t o one containing f , •.• f. 
1 k 
PROOF. It is sufficient to consider V = (1], i.e. to use only those 
elementary matrices which have a 1 in every diagona l pos i tion. After the 
obvi ous e l ementary moves we may assume, using the sUI!lrrl.at ion convention, that 
g = a f and j jm m 
fi = bijgj + cilel' i,j,m = 1, •.• ,n, 1 = 1, ... k so f i = 
from which it follows that b .. a. = O;rn' and ci.l = O. lJ JB .. L .U, 
b . . a . f + c ile l iJ Jm m 
N ovv let gJ. ~ gJ'. = gJ. - a . e , e . --, e . i,rn = 1,, •• k and j = 1 , •• , n. Jm m i i 
Then let e l.~ e. + b .. g'., g'.~ g'. 
l lJ J J J 
i , m = 1 , • , • k a11. d. j = 1 , ••• n. 
Since e. + b .. g'. = e. + b .. (g. - a. e ) = b .. g.= f., and since i lJ J i iJ J Jm m iJ J i 
the matrices of the changes used have 1 'sin all diagonal positions the 
lemma is proved. ( The "matrices are clea.rl:, f't'O c:\'i.cl:s of eletnenta.rj ones) 
~-
-
- . 
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We can now def ine t he t orsion of an acy clic compl ex of b ased free 
R- modulos as indicat ed. by J . Milnor i n [ 7]. (Thi s def i nition will a l so 
work f or qu as i-free mudules) , An e l ement ar y compl ex i s one whi ch i s non-
zer o in two consecut i ve d i me ns i ons only with the boundary be t we en t hem 
having z e r o t orsion , A collapsible c ompl ex i s a direct sum of t he se . 
Compl exes a r e cons i der e d modulo t he addition or r emoval of c ollaps i bl e 
direct surnmands . We call b ases of an R-module equivalent whe n t hey diffe r 
by changes of z e r o t or s i on includ ing, when another base d mo dule i s adde d, 
t he exten s i on of .both by the same b ase e l ement s , and call t he equi val ence 
cla s se s vol ume s . Then from LJ- , 1 it c an b e seen that in the short c ompl ex 
0----) A----1 B----) C----) 0 
vol ume s i n t wo of A, B, C will det er raine one in t he t hird. F or exampl e , 
g i ven v ol umes i n B and C, afte r a dding t he trivial el eoent a r y c omiJl ex 
id . 0----) E----) E----) 0----> O, 
c hoose a r epresentative base in B some e l ements of which map to the gi ven 
ones in C and the rercta i n ing el eoent s of which map t o ze ro and s o lift t o a 
base of A, That the corresponding v ol ume is well de t e r mi ne d. follows a t once 
since a baso in C together wi th non-equi valent bases in A deter mine (the 
sequence spl i t s ) non-equi valent bases in B. Now given the acyclic compl e x 
d d . ' d 0----> en----), Cn-1_----) •.. ----.,, c0 ----) O 
with volumes given in each C use the . short c ompl exes q 
o----) dcq----) cq_1----) dcq_1----> o 
to determine a new vol une in C, for some r, and define the tor sion of t he r 
compl ex to be ( -1 )r times tru:,t bet ween thi s vol ume and the given vol ume i n 
C , Note that since a coll apsib l e compl ex has zero tors i on, the torsion of 
r 
any acylic complex is well defined. It is consistent with the def:inition 
used by Whi teheacl. For the latter ( see ( 2] , [131) fold over the complex, 
using the lifting homomorphism l: C
0 
----) c1 such that do\::: idC 0 to 
r eplace 
d a. 
----) ... 
----> c2 ----) c1 ----) C 0 0 
by ... ---··) C' ::: c2 + co ~~·~> c1 ----) 2 o, 
n-1 
cont:inue until we have O ----) C
1
~ ----) C~_1 ----) 0 and cal l (-1) 
times the torsion of this the torsion of the original c omplex. 
More generally if f: C ----> C1 is a chain homotopy equivalence 
of based complexes, define ( C(f), df) to be the acyclic complex with base 
elements e~, o(_en_1 in dimension n for each base element e~ of C~ and 
8 of C 1 and d (e')::: d'(e'), d (cl e ) ::: f(e ) - <:£d(en_1). n-1 n- f n n f n-1 n-1 
Define t(f) to be t( C(f)) and call f a simple equivalence when t ::: O. 
Whitehe ad showed (Theore!Il 9 and l emma 3 of [13]) that t(f) ::: 0 if, and 
only if, there are collapsible complexes Band B' , z e ro in any dDnension 
<.. p or > q when C and C' are both zero in ci11ensions < p and> q, and a 
± 
----> ( i. e, B ----) C' B' simple is omo!.'phisn g : C + B C' + B' gn : C + + n n n 
T 
has zero torsion for each n)~ such that f is chain homotopic to ko go i, 
where i : C ----) C + B ana. k : C1 + B1 ----> C' are the natural inclusion 
ancl projection, 
NOTE that in the special case when the acyclic coBplox C is non-zero only 
in dimensions rand r + 1 then t(C) is (-1)r t(d) where d ,is the onl y non-
zero differential. If f : C ----) D is an e quivalence between two such 
complexes then C(f) is 
o ----> d.. c ----> Dr+ 1 + ol er ----> Dr ----) O, r+1 . 
f For the rest of this paper we shall only call an isomorphism between 
complexes sDnple when t he matrix of each gn i s already a product of 
el ementary ma trices . 
n 
and the boundary isonorphism in D Bay be used f or t he liftmg nap to fold this 
into O ----) D + cl._ C ----) D + cJ., C ----> O, giving a matrix 
r r+1 r+1 r 
(
~~
1 
Fr+1)\ where BD is the matrix of the boundary in D and Fr+ 1 the matrix 
-BC , 
of f r+ 1:' so that t(f) = t(D) - t( c). Similarly when each off and f 1 is r r+ 
an isomorphism but C 8lld D not ne cessarily acyclic, F may be used to lift 
Dr and then the boundary in the new compl ex has matri:( . o _1 Fr+ 1\ so 
Fr -BC j 
that in this cas e t(f) = t(f r) - t(f r+ 1). For the correspondmg 
calculations for gene ral c omplexes see [ 2 J. 
The following i s a spec ial case of lemma 3 of [7 J, 
LEMMA 4.2 If O ~C'-? C ~C' 1 ~ 0 i s an exact sequence of bas e d acyclic 
complexes~ each zer·o except in dimensions r and r+1, such t hat the bases of 
C are the sum of the image of those in C I and a lifting ( the se-quence splits 
in each dimension) of those in C' ', then t(C) = t(C') + t(C' 1). 
PROOF 
Let A be the matrix of olwith respect to the given bases, and s imilarly A', 
A' I. Then A must be of the form ( ! ' so that t(A) = t(A') + t(A' '). 
that is by definition t(c) = t(C') + t(C"), 
ADDENDUM Since, performing Whitehea~s folding simultaneous l y for C', C 
and C' 1 , the · 'exactness I property of the bases is prese rve a_, the extension 
of 4, 2 to arbitrary acyclic complexos of bas e d free R-modul es follows at once. 
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Let K be a col!lplex rel N and the inclusion of Nin K b e a homotopy 
equivalence, then the torsion of K rel N, t(K,N) i s define d t o be the 
[ t. rt]-torsion of the acyclic based z [ nJ-cor.1p1ex c,./K,N; z), where n is 
the fundament al group of K and N, and the base s in C~ are those given by 
the cells of K-N. If t(K,N) :::: 0 then the inclusion of N in K i s called a 
simple homotopy equivalence, and K and N are said to be of the same simple 
homotopy type. More gene r ally if f : K ~ .L is a homotopy equivalence then 
its torsion t(f) is defined t o be that of ( Cf,K) where Cf i s the l!lapping 
cylinder of f. ( Cf :::: L 1J K )( I/ { f(k) Ar (k, 1 )} where k t, K and K is embedded 
as K X [oJ ) . Here K and L mu s t be c ell coTiplexes and the c e lls of Cf' are 
those of Kand L to gether with an (r+1)-cell for each r-cell of K. Again 
f is a simple homot opy equivalence when t( f) :::: O. It then induc es a snriple 
equiva l ence of the corresponding based chain cor:1pl exes . There are similar 
def initions when K and. L are both cor,1pl exes rel N and f a homotopy equivalence 
of' (K,N) with (L,N). 
Writing M :::: DP rel Q when M and P are cor.1pl exes r e l Q such that one 
is obtained f'rom the other by a sequence of el ementary expans ions and 
contractions (see bel ow a nd diagram 10) which do not ai'fect Q, we note tha t 
L:::: DCf' and that i f i is the inclusion of a subcomplex Nin the complex K 
then ci = D(KXI) = D(K X [o)) r el (N X [oJ ). 
next l emr:ia it will f·ollow that t(i) = t(K,N). 
From the l atter and the 
LEMMA 4,3 If K and M a re complexes rel N such that M :::: DK r e l N and 
t(K,N) is defined, then so i s t(M,N) and is equal t o t(K,N) . 
PROOF It is clear that the inclusion of' N in M is a homotopy equi valence 
so that t(M,N) is defined. Proceeding by induction on the number of 
98 ° 
11 11 On- 1. 
e meets K only along e e 
deformations in D it is sufficient 
on 
to assume tha t K ::: M - e on-1 - e 
wher e the e 1 s are cells whi ch do 
not meet N ( we prove 4. 3 for a 
cellular collapse, a simplicial 
collapse is a special case of this 
n 
and the map whi ch attaches e in M 
IT' aps the I southern henisphere I into 
Kand the 'northern hemisphere ' 
n-1 
homeomorphically ont o e 
"1-1 
e 
Diagram 10 
,.... ..., ,...,,.., 
c~ (K,N) differs from C~ (M,N) only in that the l atter has generator s in 
. ,..,,n -n-1 dimensions n, n-1 corresp ondll1g toe, e • It is cle ar that, with a 
suitable choice for the names of these cells we have 
n ( n-1 ~ b( e , 1) ::: e , 1) + L = e 1 
where r is a linear c ombination with coefficient s f r OE1 Z [rt) of the basis 
el ements ( e1,1), •.• 
Cl earl y t he basis of 
( ek, 1) corre s ponding to the 
"' ,... C 1 (M ,N) D.ay be changed t o n-
move s which a r e z [ n]-torsion-free (i. e. vve are 
(n-1) - c e lls of K-N. 
e', (81, 1) , •.. (e , 1) by k 
allowed to acld t lf ( e s' 1) 
to ( en-1 , 1) for any lf inn and r epeat this as oft en as necessary), The n 
,.... ,._ ,.., r,.I 
c~(M,N) will differ from C5'::(K,N) by the appear ance i n the former of basis 
- n 
elements o', ( en,1) such that b(e ,1) ::: e', an addition which a.oes not affect 
the torsion. Thus t(M ,N) = t(K,N). 
COROLLARY 4, 4 If K i s the complex r el N associated with a handle 
decomposition of M on N then t(K, N) = t(M,N) if e ither is defined. 
I 
r 
I 
9-9 , 
REM.ARK In writing t(M,N) rather than t( 5) ) we ar e arnurning Whitehead' s 
results that t is invariant under G ubdi vis i ons ( ( 13 J , see also [ 7 j ) and 
tha t a differential manif old has a unique combinat orial structure ( [14)), 
so that t is a di:ffeo~orphism ll1variant. Lemma 4. 3 could also have been 
deduce d from the work of Cockcr oft on the r e l ation between Re idemeister 
torsion and sirn.ple homotopy type torsion, for f r om theorem 13 of [ 13] there 
is a homotopy equival ence 8 : M,N --0 K:N such that t( (3 ) ::: 0 hence from (2] 
t(K,N)::: t(M,N). 
5. CAI'JCELLATION OF HANDLES 
Throughout this paragraph M will denote a manifold with a handle 
decompos ition on N with handles of typos r and r+1 only, and (except when 
r=O) all the handles will be at t ached to the same component Q of bN. K 
will denote the associated compl ex rel N. It will be shown that the 
100, 
'superfluous' handles of type r may be removed pr ovided certain dinensional 
restrictions are satisfied and eithe r t(M,N) = 0 or an equal number of 
trivial (r+2) -handles are added. The cases r=0,1 are special. 
LEMMA 5.1 Let r=O and N meet p connected components of M which has q 
components, then all except q - p 0-handles may be cancelled. 
PROOF. Whenever one end of a 1-handle rests on a 0-handle they form a 
complementary pair and may be cancelled. Addition of an 0-handle 
increases the number of' coL1ponents by 1,, and addition of a 1-handle e ither 
reduces the number by 1 or does not affect it. 
counting components. 
The result follows by 
COROLLARY 5. 2 If' Mis connected then all the 0-handles may be reooved when 
N is non-empty, and all except one when N is empty. 
For the case r=1 we use the Tietze transforoations of the pr esentation 
of' a group. ( Se e for exasnple Kurosh [5-i). Let the group G be gi ven by a 
finite se t of generators a and a finite set of relat i ons /3 ( a)= 1 in terms 
of these generators . It is clear that the following tra4sformations, and 
the ir inverse s, will give differ ent present ations of tho same group G, 
(A) Introduce a new generator c and a relation of tho fom 
-1 . ( ) C y a = 1. 
(B) Remove a r el ation which is a consequence of , that is a product 
of conjugates of; the others. 
I 
11 I 
1 I I 
l _Ol. 
LEMMA 5,3 (Tietze, Kurosh) If' G = [a,b / ~ (a) = 1 = ~(a,b)] and 
G::: '{!',c / b (a) = 1 = p.(a,c)]are t wo presentations of the group Geach 
containing a presentation of the subgroup F = [a/ 2) (a):] , then each may 
be obtained fron the other by Tietze transfornations, (A), (B) or their 
inverses (A'L (B') , which c1o not involve the presentation of F, that is 
which do not r emove a generator fro ,21 a nor a r elation f'r or:i S ( a ). 
PROOF. For each generator c the re must be a r e l ation c - 1 "'{ ( a, b) = 1, 
-1 r 3.nd for each b a relation b 1B (a,c) = 1 . 
Thus G = [ a ; b / i ( a) = 1 = 7\ ( a, b)] 
C: \ ~ -1 1 
= [a,b,c / o (a) = /\ ( a,b) = 1. = c ,Y (a,b) j 
[ 
, ( } -1 
. -1 J = ~,b.,c / 0 (a)= \ (a; b) = c '( (a,b) = 1 = y.( a,c) = b /5 (a,c) 
in the last presentation, each relation of the last two sets r:mst be a 
where, 
consequence of those in. t he first three sets. Thus the presentations diffe r 
by transformations which clearly do not affect a orb (a), and similar 
trcmsfo:rr.1ations will lead to G = [a,c / b (a) = 1 =>-,(a, b)] . 
To relate this to the geor:1etry assW:le that the handles are added to 
the same c omponent Q of bN so the 1-handle s a r e trivial, and that n, the 
dimension of M and N, is a t l eas t 5 so the handl;::;s a re attached to manifolds 
in which, since they have ·dimension at l east 4, homotopically embe dde d circles 
· t . ( H . fl . · rl~' -\ \ a r e iso opic , o.e ig,er lJ- J;, Ass une further tha t the inclusion of Q in 
N induces an isor.10rphisra of the fundamento.l groups. The hanal es express the 
group G =...,.rri (M) as follows, Starting fror.1 any presento.tion F = [a / ~ (a)=-11 
of F = tl (N) = 1f ( Q) t he 1-hindle s, being trivial, introduc e n evv . gene rat ors 
· 1 1 . 
b. If the a~sphere, a circle, of a 2-handle carries in N+(1-handles) the 
I 
!I 
,I 
I 
element/\(a,b) then this 2-handle introduces .the relationA(a,b):::: 1, 
giving the presentation G:::: [a,b/ ~(a):::: 1 = ~(a,b) J. 
The transformation (A) is realised by a complementary pair of 1-
and 2-handles; since 1f ( Q) = ·jf (N) the generatoi1s a of F are carried 1 1 
by circles in Q and as the generators introduced by 1-handles may clearly 
be carried in the boundary (c.f. 1.5), the el ement )'(a,b) may be carried 
102". 
by a circle c1 i11 b(N+(1-handles)). Add a trivial 1-handle and let a circle 
c2 in the boundary carry the new generator c, Then the embedded circle 
c1if: -c2 may be used to attach a 2-handle provided it has trivial normal 
bundle, that is provided the 1-handle is chosen so that c2 has the same 
orientation as c1 , This handle is conpleraentary to the 1-handle and 
- -1 introduces the relation c Y ( a, b) = 1. The reverse transforr.1ation is 
also possible proviQed we know that the generator corresponds to a 1-handle 
and not to a generator of the set a . For then the relation must correspond 
to a 2-handle whose a-sphere goes just once round the 1-handle, so they form 
a complementary pair and may be r emoved. 
If ~ , R are the elements of 'if' ( Q) = F carried by the a-spheres 11 '2 1 
of two 2-handles, then by leuma 1. 4- these nay be replaced by handles whose 
a-spheres 
a-sphere s 
carry f (3 t..x ~nd ~ 
1 2 - 2 
s1 , s2 
(circles) local 
~ 
for any x in F. To seo this give the 
~ base points P., as described in 2,1 for . l 
the general case , and pull P2 around a path r epre senting x in Q and back into 
the base disc D~ before adding S to S as in 1, li-, performing this addition 2 1 
~ 
. ~ (i.e. the path()(_ of 1 , Li-) within D between the base points P.. Thus if 
l 
the relation '(3, carried by a handle, is n c onsequence of the others, 
including perhaps some f rom b (a) , t hen repetition of the above procedure and 
lOf 
moving the a-sphere across an irnne rse d disc which spans the relation 2) (a) 
allows the handle carrying ~ to be replaced by a trivia l 2-handle, This 
may be regarded as carrying the empty relation 1 = 1, and so we realise (B) 
in the sense of replacing a relation, which is carried by a handle and is 
the consequence of the other relations, by the empty relation. Similarly 
we r;1ay realise (B') by introducing a trivial 2-handle and moving its a-sphere 
until it carries the required relation. To realise (B 1 ) with an equivalent 
decomposition we must also introduce a cor,iplementary 3-handle. 
From lenma 5. 3 and the above discuss ion follows 
LEMMA 5. 4 n n If M- has a handle decomposition on N, with only 1- and 2-handles 
which are attached to the component Q of bN, if 1T ( Q) ~ if (N) 
1. 1 = 
F by 
inclusion, if n) 4 and if I\.~ (M) = G = [ a, c / b ( a) = ')A( a, c) = 1} is 
a presentation of G containing one of iF = [a/ b (a)~, where i : F~G 
is the homoraorphism induced by inclusion then the given decomposition is 
equivalent to one in which the 1-handles carry the generators c, 2-handles 
are trivial except for one to carry each relation )J- and "one to carry each 
of a set of generators of the kernel of i, and the r emaining handles are of 
type 3, 
PROOF. Let F :::: [a/ l) ,- (a)1 and l et the e l ements O'' (a) generate the 
kernel of i, Thon the 611 (a) must be a consequence of the relations 
introduced by the 2-handl es and so, introducing complementary pairs of 2-
and 3-handles into the decor.1.pos ition t o realise (B'), each C 1 '(a) may be 
carried by a 2-handle a ttached to Q, Now-if ~ = ( 6', 6' ') we have a 
presentation iF = La/ 6 ( a) = 1] , whi ch without loss of generality we !!lay 
take for that in the st a tement of the l e ODa . Le t the 1-handles of this 
tr i 
I 
r I 
I 
1Q4·, 
decomposition, equivalent to the first, carry generators b, and the remaining 
2-handles carry relations)\ (a, b) = 1, then we have presentation 
G = [ a,b / b (a) = 1 = A (a,b) J ancL may apply 5,3 to this and the given one, 
As the transformations used in 5. 3 which remove generators or relations_ only 
remove some of those which correspond to handles, all these transformations 
may be realised by handle moves, which will l ead to the r equired decomposition 
equivalent to the first, 
COROLLARY 5,5 If M and N are as in 5. 4 with 1r (M) ~ 1T (N) by inclusion 1 1 
then the given decomposition is equivalent t o one with no 1-handles, only 
trivial 2-handles and tho sauo number of 3 •handles as there were 1-hancUes. 
PROOF, Use the presentation G = [a/ b (a) = 1) in 5,4, 
COROLLARY 5.6 If M has dimension at l east 5 and is connectecl. and n 
G = [a/ l(a):: 1l_ is a presentation of its fundamental group then M has 
a handle decomposition with one 0-handle, a 1-handle to carry each a, a 
2-handle to carry each O (a) and trivial 2-handles and. the remaining handles 
of type at least 3, 
PROOF, By Smal e [10] M has a handle decompositior: with the b.andlcs_in . 
order of type, Let M' be that part consisting of 0-, 1- and 2-handles. 
n . By 5, 2 all the 0-handles except one, D , may be removed. Now appl y 5, 4-
n 
with D for N and F having the empty presentation to obtain an equivalent 
decomposition of M' with the 0-, 1- and 2-handles as described plus some 
3-handles, Add on the original handles of types 3,, •• ,n to reform M, 
We now consider decol"'l.positions with handles of other indices. 
LEMM.A 5, 7 n If M has a dee omposition on N with r- and (r+ 1 )-handles added 
to a component Q of bN such that inclusion in N induces an isomorphisl"'l. 
~ (Q) ~ ~ (N), if 1 < r < n-3, and 
if the inclusion of Nin M is a homotopy 
equivalence and t(M,N)::: 0 then Mis cliffeomorphic to N, 
"' -PROOF. Let C denote C (M,N) with base deterE1ined by the s-handles and s s 
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b : C 1 ----> C be the boundary homoEJ.orphisri . Then t(b) ::: O, that is for r+ r 
some based free z[ri)-module E, the homomorphism (b,id) : Cr+i + E ----) Cr+E 
has matrix B, with respect to the give n bases, which is a product of L ±. ri}-
-elementary matrices of the same order. Now the insertion into the 
decomposition of complementary pairs of r- and (r+1)-handles, in number 
equal to the rank of E, will change C to C + E for s::: r,r+1 extending b s s 
by the identity on E. Then by 3.5 further handle naves may be performed to 
-1 obtain a new decomp osition in which the bound.e.ry has matrix B B ::: I. Thus 
r+1 r if hi and hi' i::: 1, ••• ,k are the new handle s with corresponding base 
elements e~+ 1 , e~ then ber+1: == eI for each i when the handles are suitably 
r+1. ordered. By 3,1 this means that if S is the a-sphere of h. and~ the a 1 
-b 
b-sphere of h~ then Sa meets Sb in a point P and pairs of points Pj,Pj 
having opposite signs (J"'. ::: -(J'. and equal characteristics 1T. ::: 1T'.• All 
. J J J J 
the pairs of intersections P.,P' 
J j 
r+1 1 < r < n-3 and then h. and 1 
may be removed by 2.2 since we are assuming 
r 
hi form a c omplementary pa ir of handles and 
may be removed by 1. 3. Repeating this for all i we obtain a decomposition 
of M on N with no handles, fr or:i which it i s clear tha t M ~ N + Q )( I"; N. 
More generally we have 
LEMMA 5 .8 Le t Mn have a de cor:1position ~ on QX I with r- and (r+1)-handle s, 
the former attache d trivially when r::: 2 , whe r e 1 < r ( n-2 ai1cl l e t C 
b e the a ssocia t e d ba s e d Z (il}c omplex wher e n ::: 'l'r1,(M). 
1 06 
f: C ----)Dis a simple isomorphism±with a Z~fl)-complex D, there is an 
equivalent decomposition f with associated dii'feomorphist1 d : ~ ----) f, 
such that'e has assoc i ated complex D and d~:::: f: C ----) D. 
PROOF . Note that by lE<mma 1.5 1T ( Q) ~ 1T: ( Q + handles) for the handles 1 1 
concerned so that C is indeed a z[n]··complex. f being a simple isomorphism 
is in particular an isomorphism in each dimension so that Dis also zero 
outside dirnensions r, r+1. The lemma is an enlargement of the addendum to 
3 9 4. Note that in that addendurn the presence of r-handles was irrelevant; 
though they did serve, after the calculation in the proof of 3.4, to identify 
the matrices of the sirnple isomorphism of the associated chain complexes, it 
was already clear, from the definitions of the associated chain complexes 
and the diffeomorphism associated with a handle move, that these are the 
identity outside the dimension of the handle that is moved, that in this 
dirnension it is [:i:-. rij-elementary and that in this way all Q-n]- elementary 
matrices could be realised. It is also possible to realise such matrices in 
dimens,ion two when the handles are attached trivially. (V\lhen they are not 
so attached the moves are still possible but the handles disturb the 
fundarnental group), Thus we may in all cases find a sequence of moves, 
first of r-hancU.es and th~n of (r+1 )-handles such that if' d:~ ----~€ is 
the composition of the associated dif'feomorphisms then t has associated complex 
D and d induces f: C ----) D. 
COROLLARY 5. 9 Let M, Q, fj], C be as in the l ern.EJ.a and l et D be a z[n]-complex, 
zero outside dimensions r, r+1, and f: C ---~ D a simple equivalence 
(t(f) :::: O), then provided r< ri-3 there is an equivalence d :;i}-----) f 
where'€_ has associated complex D and d induces an equivalence chain homotopic 
to f. 
f See footnote on p.30~ 
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PROOF. By the r esult o:f Whitehead, mentioned in po.ragraph 4-, :f is chain 
homotopic to a co,aposition k o g o i, where for collapsible B, B' i is the 
inclusion C ----) C + B, g a s:ir.iple isomorphism C + B --~--) C 1 + B' and k 
the projection C' + B' ----) C' . B, B' may be as sume d zero outs i de 
dimens i ons r, r+ 1 and may also be taken t o be trivia l e l ement ary complexe s 
'd 
of the :form O ----> E -=--) E ··---} 0. For such a choice we shall :find 
d f]) ----€ such tha t d ::: kgi. ~ i is r ealise d by the a ddition o:f the 
required number of cor,1plenentary pairs of r-· and (r+1 )-handles and g is 
realised by 5.8, The re alisation o:f k involves the cancellation o:f pairs 
r+1 hr. o:f handles h . , 
J_ J_ 
:for which the corresponding base elements satisfy 
r+1 r be. :::: e .• 
J_ J_ 
This may be achieved as in the proof of 5. 7. 
ADDENDUM. The case r ::: n--3 may be included i:f we know that the a.uals 
(2-handles) of any (n- 2) - handles ar e attached trivially to the 1 top 1 boundary 
component of M, and n > 5 , 
PROOF It remains to c ancel certa in p a irs of (n-3 )- and (n-2)-handle s . Add 
the othe r (n-3)-handles first and l e t the t op boundary of the result be Q1 , 
The n add the remaining (n-3 ) - handle s and their paired (n-2)-handles t o 
Q' X r. By t he choice of hanaies the boundary in this subdecomposition 
has the identity matrix and hence, by 3,6, so has the boundary in the dual 
decomposition of 2- and 3-handles. Now s ince 2 < n·-3 l emma 2, 2 is available 
for this decomposition and we cancel the handle s as before, 
' ' 10s-- · 
6, THEOREMS 
THEOREM 6, 1 n Let Q, Q' be the t wo c onnecte d components of bM where n ) 4, 
Mis conne cted compact and smooth and the inclusions of Q, Q1 in M induce 
isomorphisms of fu..r1damental groups. The n M has a decomposition 1J on Q without 
0-, 1-, (n- 1 ) - or n-handles. 
,.., ,J 
IT C = C::/ M, Q) is the corresp onding based 
z[t,J-complex and f : C ----) D a si.Bplo equiva l ence wher e D is zero in 
dimensions < 2 and) n-2, then if n ): 5 the r e is an equiva l enc e d : Q)---·-) g 
where ·l has associated complex D and d~ is chain homotopic to f. 
PROOF First M, beLrig s mooth and compact has a normalised decomp osition on Q 
Then by 5.2 and 5.5 we c an find an equivalent de compos ition 
without 0- or 1-handles and, applying the same results to the dual decomposition; 
without (n-1) - or n-handles, This is~. The r est of the proof is by 
repeated applications of 5.8 and 5 . 9, Note that since 1r ( Q) ,;--rr(M) by 
1 1 
inclusion and J}has n o 1-handle s all 2-handles must be trivial, and similarly 
the same is true in the dual '}) "::f. , s o that the l ernnas are applicable , Choose 
, 
collaps ible B, B' and a simple isomor phi sn g : C + B ----) C1 + B' such t hat 
f is homotopic t o kgi in the usual notation and where a s u su al B, B1 ar e 
direct suns of trivial e~ement ary c ompl exe s zer o outside d~~ens ions 2 through 
n-2, i : C - - --} C + B is realised by inserting 
Recall that, as remarked during the proof of 5,8, 
pairs of complement ary handles. 
if d :A ----) ;I} 2 is the 
diffeomorphism associated with a move of an r-handle, then the induced 
equival ence of associated z[n1corr1plexes is the identity in d.iDens i ons other 
than r. SiElilarly when a pair of handles is cancelled we may assume the 
induced equivalence is the I i dentity' on all cells other than those cancelled. 
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Thus g may be realised by applying 508 to each of the subdecompositions 
consisting only of the r-handles. k is realised similarly by applying 5. 9 
to each of the subdecompositions consisting of the r- and (r+1 )-handles . 
REM.ARK 1 This includes Smale 1 s mor e specific r esult for the case when 
"" -Q, Q1 and M a r e simply-connected. For then M = M, Q = Q and so C = C __ (M, Q), 
:r.. 
C is now a complex of Z-modules and by Z- ( = Z (:1 J -) elementary moves may 
be changed into any other with the saoe homology, and in particular into the 
one with the minimum number of generators consistent with its homology. By 
the theorem this simple equivalence may be realised by handle moves giving a 
a.ecomposition wit h the minimum possible number of handles. 
REM.ARK 2 When the funa.aoental groups of the bouna.ary components are not 
isomorphic by inclus"ion with that of M then a limited result may be obtained. 
combining 6.1 with 5. 4; after removing from each end subdecompositions, 
provided by 5. 4., which I express I the respective inclusion homonorphisms we 
are l eft with a decomposition to which 6.1 applies. 
COROLLARY 6.2 If bMn, n) 4, has c onnect ed components Q, Q' such that the 
inclusion of Q in M is a honotopy equivalence and that of Q' induces an 
isomorphism of fundaoental groups, then any decompositipn of Mon Q is 
equivalent to one wit h only r- and (r+1 )-handles for any chosen r such that 
1 < r ( n-2, 
PROOF Note tha t the decompositionJ)obtained in the theorem could be chosen 
equivalent to any given decomposition. When n = 5 t his is su:ff icient for 
the corollary. For the general case note that C, the complex associated 
with ;J), is acyclic. The result then foll ows from the observation that, 
while defining the torsion of such a complex in paragraph 4, we in effect 
defined a sinple equivn.lence with a cooplex which is non-zero in only two 
n6· 
dimensions and by 6.1 this equivalence is realisable by handle moves, 
ALITER For convenience and to clarify the ideas we give the details of the 
above proof, 'realising' Whitehead's folding procedure, using only the 
results of the first three paragraphs and the existence of the decomposition 
;J) without 0-, 1-, (n-1)- or n-handles. r Let then e be a basis element, 
of the associated complex C, corresponding to a handle of lowest ind.ex. 
(r <..n-3) . Insert a pair of complementary (r+ 1 )- and (r+2)-handles 
introducing new ·base elements r+2 f ' 
r+1 f • Then bf r+1 ::: 0 and, since C is 
r r "£ >.. r+1 
some t\i in Z [ 1\jwhere r+1 acyclic and b e- ::: o, e ::: b . .e. for e. are 
l l l l 
the other base elements of C 1• Thus by a sequence of moves of the type r+ 
r+1 described in 3,4(ii) we may move the handle corresponding to f to a 
position where the new element f 1 corresponding to it satisfies bf1 
r 
::: _ e ' 
Now by 3.1 all the intersections except one of the corresponding a-sphere 
and b-sphere fall into pairs, the members of each pair having homotopic 
characteristic paths and opposite sign. By 2,2 the a-sphere may be moved 
until it has only one intersection with the b-sphere and then both handles 
may be removed by 1,3, There is now one fewer r-handle and clearly we may 
continue until there are only (n-3)- and (n-2)-handles. The boundary 
homomorphism b must now be an isomorphism and hence by 3.6 so is the boundar-.;· 
argument in '3)':if. b~ in the dual decomposition on Q'. Thus we may repeat the 
and so replace the lu~ndles by r- and (r+1)-handles for any r we choose such 
that 1 < r e::.. n-2. 
COROLL.ARY 6.3 (S-cobordism theorem - Mazu,· [ 6} ). n If n )- 5 and bM 
has connected components Q, Q' such that the inclusion of Qin Mis a simple 
homotopy equivalence (t(M,Q) is defined and is zero), and the inclusion of 
1u. 
Q1 in M induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups, then M is diffeomorphic 
to QX I and so Q and Q1 are diffeomorphic. 
PROOF Take the decomposition of 6.2 with say 2- and 3-handles and then 
apply 5. 7 with N ::: Q X.L 
For the case when M has a decomposition on a submanifold other than 
a boundary component these results become 
COROLLARY 6.4 n n If n) l:-, the inclusion of the submanifold N in M is a 
homotopy equivalence, <J) is a decomposition of M on N with handles attached 
to a component Q of bN such that ~ (Q) ~ ~(N) by inclusion and if the 
1 top 1 component Q' of bM satisfies ~(Q') ~ ~ :(M-N) by inclusion then 
(i) There is an equivalent decomposition with handles only of types rand 
(r+ 1) for any r such that 1 ( r < n-2. 
(ii) If n) 5 and the inclusion of Nin Mis a simple homotopy equivalence 
then M is diffeomorphic to N. 
'i\~ 
-PROOF As above, except that the 1 dual 1 QU is now a decomposition of M-N 
on Q' so that to remove (n-1)- and n-handles we need to know that 
lT1 ( Q') ~ ~ (M-N ) by inclusion. 
are only (n-3)- and (n-2) -handles. 
When n > 5 proceed as above until there 
Then by 1 .5 ,r ( Q) ~ 1T (M-N) by 
. 1 1 
inclusion and, since Tr1-( Q) ?f 1'1 (N) by the inclu~ion, b which is an 
-.., rJ.M 
. ,-, ,..,, 
isomorphism in C~(M,N) is a lso an isomorphism in C!!!(M-N, Q) and we may continue 
as before in~~. When there are 011ly say 2- and 3-haridles 5. 7 applies in <J). 
COROLLARY 6.5 If v/1 is a compact connected manifold and Mk a closed 
submanifold whose inclusion is a sin11Jle homotopy equivalence, if M is disjoint 
from bW, if (bW) ";; 1f (W-M) by inclusion k < n-2 and n ) 5 then W is 1 1 · 
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diffeomorphic to any tubular neighborhood T of M in it s interior. 
PROOF T clearly collapses onto Mand so by 4.3 the inclusion of M in T 
is a simpl e homotopy equival ence. 
exact sequence 
1T (T) ~ Tt (M) ~ 11 (W) and there is an 1 1 1 
,,,, N ,.., ,._, 
-,, """" 0 ----> c~(T, M) ----> c::{(W,M) ----) c'1:(W, T) ----> o. 
Thus, as 1T (W, T) ~ 1T (w,T) ";. H (w,'T) = 0 , the inclusion of T in W is a ~ X ;{ 
homotopy equival ence. Since the cells of W-M are those of W--T t ogether 
with those of T-M, the sequence preserves .. bases as required in 4, 2 and so 
by its addendum t(W,T) = 0, Now -rr (bW) ~ TI (W-M) ~ 1f (W-T), and also 1 1 1 
s ince bT i s an (n-k-1 )-spher e bundle over M tr (bT) ~1T (M) ~ rf: (T). 
. 1 1 1 
Then 
6.4(ii) gives the require d diffeofilorphism between Wand T. 
ADDENDUM The coro llary is va lid for J<: = n-2 if i t is 
known tha t the projec tion induces an isomorphism 
COROLLARY 6. 6 IT f n n M1 ----> M2 is a simple tangentia l homotopy 
equivalence, that is a simple homotopy equivalence such that Z:.,M1 = /\ 'c:' M2 ) k k where t denotes the tangent bundle, then M1 )< D ~ M2 X D for k) n ) 2. 
PROOF Embe d M in M )( Dk approximating f(M ) , Then M has trivial 1 k2 1 k 1 
normal bundle M X D and its inclusion in M )( D is a sinple homotopy 1 2 
-
equivalence, k-1 ~ ( ) r' The result f ollows from 6.5 since -rr
1 
(M
2 X S ) ~ L 11 M2 Tf1 (M2X Dk) ~ 111 (M2X Dk - M1 ) , the l a st isoCTorphisCT be ing because M1 
has codioens ion k) 2. 
n 
.ADDENDUM If 2k > n~2 the n any k-cell bundle over M2 is diffeooor phic to one 
over M~, pfo~i)le'a. ~.ti&t.-.. k > 2• 
PROOF Since 2(n+k) ) 3n+2, M1 may be embe o.de d, approx:inatin.g f(M1 ) in the 
given bundle over M2 u s ing Haefliger' s theor em ( [1-f-J) ancL the proof proce~iis 
as before except tha t we do not now identify the normal bundle of M1 • 
COROLLARY 6. 7 n 11 If f : w1 ----> w2 is a s:i.Bple t angential homotopy equivalence, 
if Tti/w1, bW1 ) = 0 f or a ll k < n-m whe r e n > 5 and 11 J 2m. and if 1f
1 
(bW2 ) ....... 
"1T1 (w2 ) by inclusion then there i s a diffeomor phi sm g : w1 ----) w2 
homotopic to f. 
PROOF By the hypothese-s "1 (bW1) ~ 1Tiw1) . and by the usual i somor-_phisms ;,J ,.._, 
Hk(11\T1 , bW1 ) '";:; Tik(V~ bW1 ) whon zero, i ;o. for k < n-m. Thus, taking a 
decompo s ition of w
1 on hVV1 without 0- or 1-handles , if the fir s t handl es 
t o appear are of type k fork <n-n then in the associated compl ex 
b : ~+i ----) Ck is epimorphic and so the k-handles may be r er'!oved in the 
usual manner. ( c. f. 6. 2). .After removing all such handles the dual is a 
11'4: · 
decomposition of W without handles of index greater than m. We may now 1 . . 
proceed as did Smale in [ 11) (Theorem 7 .1). Define an embedding 
0 
f' : w1 ----) w2 , homotopic to f, handle by handle. Assuming all han
dles 
k k n-k 
of type< k already embedded, to extend the embedding over h ::: D X. D 
(k ~ m) first approximate f(DkX 0) by an embedding which extends 
k-1 f' (S X 0) and avoids the handles already embedded. This is poss ible 
since these handles have essential d.iBe nsion Ek and n ) 2r.i ~ 2k. Now f, 
and so also f' which is h omotopic to it, is a tangential equivalence and this 
ensures that f I may be extended. over the handle , The comple ted embedding 
f' (w
1
) is included by a simple homot opy e quivalence in w2 and also 111 (bW2) ""' 
Tr 
1 
(w2 ) ~ Tf1 (w2 - f 'W1 ) s ince f 
1w
1 
has essentia l codimension n-m > 2. 
Thus by 6.4(ii) w2 - f
1
~ 1 ~ bW1Xr and there is a diffeonorphism g: w1 ';w2 
homotopic to f' and. so to f. 
2k+1 
COROLLARY 6.8 Let M be a cl osed manifold. with k > 2, then the r0 is a 
. 2k+1 
compact manifold W and a diffeoworphism h : bW ----) bW such that 
M ::: W + h(W). 
PROOF Let P1 be the union of all hahcl.les up t o n.nd includfog tho se of 
index k in Ei/ clec 6Tipos ition of M., P1 has esse:nt±o.l cLiue nsion k and so r.10:y 
be I'.1.0Vod slightly to a homotopic -position P 2 disjoint from it. By Haefliger's 
theorems ( [ 4j ) P2 way be embedded and a lso, writing S. ::: bP. and l J_ 
R ::: M-P 1- P 2, there is an isotopy of M, h.rk,ing P 1 ~ .~P-zt·,1 i.~ : .. :. :.: .: s' • 
cY•·:;·" -'·':, ·.,. ( this uses the fact that ~ (P) ----> Tr/M) is an epirnorphisrn) 
and so ino.uci~ a diffeomorphism h : M,~1 ----) M,'B2• Now if Q. ::: M-P. we l l 
have by construction H (M,P.) = 0 = H (M, Q. ) for s <: k and it follows from 
s l s l "" 
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,.., _, 
the homology sequence that Hs(Q2,P1) = 0 and by excision that H
s (R,S1 ) = 0 
for s < k. Thus R has a decompos ition Y]on s1 ,vithout handles of index 
l ess than k, &1.d by a sioilar argument in the dual without handle s of index> 
k+1, But by 1,5 TI-k- 1 (Pi) ~ -rrk_ 1 (S) by inclusion and the forme
r is 
TI k- i (M) so the k-handles nu s t be attached trivia lly to s1 (a.no. si.r:iilarly, 
in the dual , to s2). Thus the k-hana.J..e s of J) in effect add a handle body 
H1~ ~ (2k+1,r,k) t o s1X I and similarl y the k-handles of;])~ add 
H2 to s2 X I. It is clear that H1 r; H2 so that the 
diffeomorphism of P1 
with P2 
extends to one of P +H with P +H and we may take these for our 1 1 2 2 
two copies of W, 
The above r e sults a r e generalisations of the the or eos of Saale appearing 
in sections 4 through 8 of Q 1] . 6.5 is sh.1ilar to Mazur 1 "S theorem on 
the m1iquene ss of 1 simpl e ne ighborhoods', [6 } ; Mazur call s W a sfa1ple 
neighborhood of M when 1'1" (bW) ~ t1;' (W- M) and the inclusion. of M in W is a 
simple homotopy equival enc e, The following i s r e l at e d to the duality 
theorem of Milnor in [s] . 
THEOREM 6. 9 If n) l~ and bI,t has co;.m e cte d couponents Q, Q' such that t(M, Q) 
is defined and 1T ( Q') ":. T((M) by inclusion, then t(M, Q1 ) i s o.efined and 1 1 
n-1 
is equal t o (-1) t'(M,Q). 
PROOF t i s t followeo. by the automorphisn of W(tr\\ (z[ri)) c:Let e r a ined by 
T:J.appinglTtolT- 1 for each.1finn. Since the inclusion of Q in Mis a 
homot opy equivalence 6. 2 provides a de conp os ition J) of M .on Q with only r-
and (r+1 )-handl es. By 3.6 the boundary hoT:J.omorphisms in the based cha in 
complexes associated with t[})aw:c:l)~ hc:we matrices B andtB1 r e spectively 
where 1 denotes the transpose d matrix, Now A is an invertible z[n}matrix 
_ (-1)rt(B) is if and only il' A' is 6 • ,. · " 0 • " So if t(M, Q) 
( ) ( ) n-r-1 (- ) ( n.-1- ( o.efined so is t M,Q' = -1 t B1 = -1) t' M,Q). L I CAM 
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